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Abstract

A three-field photometer was used to measure nighttime intensity variations in the

O(t D) À630 nm and O(1S) À558 nm thermospheric emissions above Mawson, Antarctica
(67.6"N, 62.9"E). Observations were made by the author in 1987; data from 1982 to

1989 were also examined.

Programs were developed to carry out cross-spectral analysis of the data in order to

extract the frequency and horizontal trace velocity of periodic structures. Those sat-

isfying certain criteria were attributed to propagating gravity waves. The parameters

calculated for disturbances in the À630 nm emission were characteristic of large-scaie
'waves, and those for )558 nm emission v/ere characteristic of medium-scale waves. The

results show distinct polarisation of the propagation azimuths. \Maves in the À630 nm

emission propagated approximately north-westward throughout the period from 1982

to 1989. Those in the 1558 nm emission propagated approximately north-westward

and south-eastward during 1982, 1983, 1988, and 1989, and approximately eastward

during 1985, 1986, and 1987; in 1984 waves were polarised towards the northwest and

northeast.

These results indicate that the observed propagation azimuths of waves in the À558 nm

emission may have a solar-cycle dependency which is not present in the )630 nm ob-

servations. Directional wind filtering is found to be inadequate in accounting for the

observations. It is suggested that waves observed in the )630 nm emission were of
predominantly auroral electrojet origin, whilst those observed in the )558 nm emission

were of both auroral and tropospheric origin. A tentative explanation of the changes

in propagation azimuths is given in terms of variation in the height of the À558 nm

emission layer and the auroral electrojet region, with solar and geomagnetic activity.
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Chapter 1-

Introduction

In order to put the subject of this rvork in context, a very brief discussion is given on the

structure of the atrnosphere and the role of gravity \¡r''aves within it. The atmosphere

may be studied in terms of its composition, dynamics, or energetics, which are coupled

through the conservation laws of mass, momentum, and energy. Although these conser-

vation laws apply throughout the atmosphere, there is large variation in the processes

occurring at different altitudes. The atmosphere may be classified into regions - the tro-

posphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, thermosphere, and exosphere - defined according

to the vertical temperature gradient (figure 1.1). The major energy source for the at-

mosphere is absorption of solar radiation. In the upper atmosphere the UV component

produces a range of photoionisation, photodissociation, and photoexcitation reactions.

A consequence of photoionisation is the presence of an ionosphere above about 60 km,

which is the maximurn depth of penetration of most ionising radiation.

Adjacent regions of the atmosphere interact energetically, dynamicall¡ and chemically.

Energy and momentum is redistributed both verticaily and latitudinally. One of the

important means of redistribution is through the generation, propagation, dissipation,

and breaking of atmospheric waves. 'Waves occur at all altitudes and range (for exam-

ple) from acoustic 'waves (with periods 50 ps - 1 min), gravity v/aves (5 min - 24 h),

tides (8, 72, 24 h), to planetary waves (periods )1 da¡'). This study concentrates on

gravity waves, in rvhich gravity (or more correctly, buoyancy) is the restoring force of

the wave motion.
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Figure 1.1. Vertical profile of the atmosphere showing regions classified according

to temperature gradient and ionisation density (from McEwan and Phillips, 1975).

At mid and low latitudes, gravity-$¡ave morphology has been well documented, and

work is ongoing in the area of energy and momentum transport by waves in the lower

and middle atmosphere. Measurements from high latitudes, especially high southern

latitudes, are less comrnon due to the scarcity of observing sites. High-latitude observa-

tions are of great interest because of the energy generated in the auroral zones through

Joule heating in the auroral electrojet and particle precipitation. Although this is a

localised source, during times of high solar activity its energy input may equal that

due to solar heating in the upper atmosphere. Far-propagating thermospheric gravity

v/aves act to transport some of this energy to lower latitudes.

The aim of this study is to carry out statistical analyses of wave characteristics near this

source region, at Mawson, Antarctica (67.6'S, 62.9'E). Two particular properties of the

thermosphere can be exploited in order to observe thermospheric waves. The first is

the presence of the ionosphere; the ion and electron density perturbations produced by

rvr/ave motion can be detected in radio waves reflected from the ionosphere. The second

0
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property, used in this study, is the emission of visible electromagnetic radiation by

atmospheric a,toms and molecules, resulting in the phenomena of airglow and aurora.

A gravity wave propagating through an emission layer perturbs the density of the

emitting species and hence the ernission intensity. Certain \Ã¡ave parameters can be

determined from measurements of these perturbations. Atmospheric emissions have

also been used as a means of remotely studying temperature, winds and composition.

This presentation has the following structure. Chapter 2 outlines the history and

theory of gravity waves in a realistic atmosphere, with some discussion on gravity-wave

sources and propagation effects. The last section in this chapter deals with atmospheric

emissions, particularly the atomic oxygen À630 nm and 1558 nm lines observed in this

study. The influence of gravity \¡\¡aves on these emissions is discussed. Chapter 3

presents the photometer system used to measure emission intensities. General layout,

observing procedure, and calibration technique and results are discussed. Chapter 4

describes the analysis applied to the photometer data. Cross-spectral analysis was used

to analyse frequency components of the gravity-wave field. In chapter 5 the results of

these analyses are presented, with discussion on possible interpr-etations of the results

in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 summarises the results and conclusions drawn from the study,

and suggests possible extensions of the work.
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Chapter 2

Atrnospheric Gravity'Waves

2.L History of Theory and Observations

Gravity v¡aves in the lower atmosphere were first recognised as such from observations

of banded cloud formations in the lee of mountain ranges and later from pressure fluc-

tuations associated with weather fronts, squall lines, land-sea l¡reeze reversals and local

convective activity. Wave processes at ionospheric levels were observed as periodically

fading signals by early radio communicators. This was attributed to 'travelling iono-

spheric disturbances'(TIDs) by Munro (1948, 1950) and Beynon (19a8) who measured

TIDs in the F region of the ionosphere, with periods of 10 to 60 min, horizontal speeds

of 80 to 170 ms-l and apparent downward vertical speeds of around half the horizontal

speeds. Munro (1958) reported diurnal and sea,sonal variations in the speed, direction,

and frequency of occurrence of TIDs. From around 80 to 115 km, vertical wind profiles

obtained from photographs and radio echo observations of meteor trails showed irreg-

ularities with a vertical scale of about 6 km and a horizontal scale of 150 km (Litler

and \Mhipple, 1954; Greenhow and Neufeld, 1959). \Mind shears of up to 50 ms-1 km-1

were observed.

To explain observations of travelling disturbances, Martyn (1950) proposed a theory

based on rotational cellular waves in the atmosphere. Later, Hines (1955) explained

some characteristics of TIDs in terms of hydromagnetic resonance. However, these were

found to be unsatisfactory and it was not until 1960 that a comprehensive theory ac-

ì7
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countirìg for most of the small-scale periodic motions in the atmosphere rvas proposed

by Hines (1959, 1960). He described the features observed in meteor trails and TIDs as

manifestations of internal atmospheric waves governed by gravitational and compres-

sional forces. Hines suggested that gravity waves are produced in the troposphere and

propagate their energy obliquely upwards. He described how \ilave amplitude gro\Ã/s

exponentially with height and how propagation of gravity waves is affected by reflec-

tion, intermodulation, and dissipation. This results in a progressively-filtered wave

spectrum, producing different r¡vave characteristics at different heights. The effects of

dissipation through viscous damping and thermal conduction were discussed further by

Pitteway and Hines (1963).

Throughout the late 1950's and beyond, new techniques were developed to study atmo-

spheric wave motions. For example, Witt (1962) analysed photographs of noctilucent

clouds at altitudes around 85 km which showed systems of waves with wavelengths of

50 km, displacement amplitudes of 4 km and propagation velocities between 10 and

20 ms-1. Visible gas trails released from rockets at 70-200 km altitude were studied in

order to separate gravity-wave motions from mean and tidal motions (Manring et a1.,

1959; Kochanski, 1964; Rosenberg and Edwards, 1964). Zirnrnennann and Champion

(1963) used chemical clouds to study turbulent motion at around 100 km. A CW

Doppler sounder was used by Georges (1967a) to measure vertical ionospheric motions

and to determine their frequency spectra. He found that a narrov/ band of frequencies

occurred at each height and the dominant period increased with height, which im-

plied that shorter-period waves were more severely attenuated. Using ionosonde traces,

Heisler (1958) measured large disturbances in ion density which he attributed to TIDs.

Combining data from an array of stations around Australia, Heisler measured wave

fronts with horizontal extent of up to 1000 km, travelling distances of at least 3000 km.

Investigations by Davis and daRosa (1969) using satellite signals to detect fluctuations

in columnar electron content suggested that large-scale TIDs are generated by polar

substorms.

During this tirne, studies were made into the effect of gravity waves on the energy

transport and large-scale circulation in the atmosphere. Gossard (1962) analysed tro-

R



pospheric \,aves to determine energy density spectra and vertical energy flux into the

lower ionosphere. He found significant energy flux due to waves of periods 10 min to

2h.

Theoretical studies investigated the limiting effects of reflection and viscous dissipation

on wave-amplitude growth (eg. Midgley and Liemohn, 1966). Bretherton (1966) and

Booker and Bretherton (1967) described another growth-limiting mechanism. They

showed that if a wave propagates into a region where the local mean wind velocit)' is

equal to the horizontal phase trace velocity of a wave, the intrinsic wave frequency is

Doppler shifted to zero, the wave breaks and its momentum is transferred to the mean

flow. The height at which this occurs is called a critical level. Some consequences

of critical levels were discussed by Hines (1968). A further major mechanisrn limit-

ing gravity-v¡ave growth was discussed by Hodges (1967). He described how density

and temperature fluctuations caused by a wave may become large enough to produce

convective instabilities, which results in breaking of the wave and turbuience.

Although these mechanisms of wave dissipation had been investigated and modelled

by the 1970's, it was almost a decade later that their importance in the dynamics and

thermal structure of the middle atmosphere was fully realized. Wave breaking and

energy-momentum transport are still under detailed investigation.

Another active area of gravity-wave research is the identification of generation rnecha-

nisms and source regions, especially with respect to high-latitude sources. These topics,

and the basic gravity-wave theory on which they are based, will now be discussed in

more detail.

2.2 Gravity \Mave Theory

The following mathematical theory for describing gravity \Maves is based on hydrody-

namic equations for a flat stationary atmosphere. Strictly speaking, a general theory for

I



atmospheric waves using spherical coordinates in a rotating frame of reference should

be used, and gravity ïyaves considered as a limiting case. However, this method involves

considerable difficulty in solving the equations of motion, and as the simpler model has

been successfully used to account for many observed motions, it is adopted for this

discussion. An outline is given below, based on more detailed descriptions in Gossard

and Hooke (1975) and Hines et al. (1974).

2.2.7 Structure of the atmosphere

In the absence of wave motion, the structure of the atmosphere is determined by a

balance between the vertical pressure-gradient force and gravity, as expressed in the

hydrostatic equation. The steady-state solution gives the following pressure and density

profiles:

p(z) : po exp (- I"' #0,)
p(z) : po exp (- l"'#r")

(2.1)

(2.2)

where z : height

: pressure and density al z:0

: pressure scale height : kTlmg: c2l1g

: 0H l0z

: Boltzmann's constant

: temperature

: mean molecular mass

: speed of sound

: ratio of specific heat capacities, CrlC"

: L.4 for diatomic gas

: 1.67 for monatomic gas

Po¡ Po

H

H,

k

T

n'ì,

c

7
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g : acceleration due to gravity

In an isothermal atmosphere H' :0 and equations (2.1) and (2.2) become

p(") :

p(z) :

exp

exp

Po

Po

7

E

H

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

In general the atmosphere is non-isothermal and a constant temperature gradient will

be assumed, ie. T(z) : Ts - az, where 7o is the temperature at z : 0 and a is the

temperature lapse rate, -ff. A well-mixed adiabatic atmosphere has a lapse rate of

a* : 9.8 I{ km-l. fn an atmosphere with a lapse rate less than 9.8 K km-l, an air parcei

which is upwardly displaced will expand adiabatically, becoming colder and denser

than the surrounding air, and then sink back to its original position. Therefore the

atrnosphere is stable to such small disturbances. In an atmosphere with a temperature

gradient of more than 9.8 K km-1, the parcel will continue to rise, and the atmosphere

is unstable. The natural oscillation of such an air parcel in a stable atmosphere is

governed by a balance between the buoyancy and the inertial forces acting on the

parcel. It can be shown that a harmonic oscillation is set up at the Brunt-Väisäiä (or

buoyancy) frequency

,26 $@. - ")
o-t)s: + saT

T0z

2.2.2 Equations of atmospheric fluid motion

Having established the conditions of the local stationary atmosphere, a fluid dynamical

approach is used to describe motions of the atmosphere in terms of fluid velocity v,

temperature ?, pressnte p) and density p. Fluid motion is governed by the conservation

of mass, momentum and energy, as expressed in the equations of continuity, force, and

energy, as follows,

Equation of continuitJ':
DJ
DIIpY-v:0 (2.6)

11



where * : * * v.V is the Stokes derivative, the time derivative following the motion

of the fluid.

Equation of force:

Dv
DT -!vp r s + F

p

: force due to pressure gradient

: force due to gravity, plus centripetal force

: source terms representing force per unit mass

(2.7)

where _ lvp
p

tò

F(r, ú)

F(r, ú) may include terms for the Coriolis force, molecular viscosity forces, and Lorentz

forces. The relative importance of each of these terms is dependent on the frequency

and dimensions of the waves under consideration.

Equation of energy:

/1 DT 
- 

D /l\u" Dt * , *\;) : QG,t) (2.8)

where Cu : rate of internal heating

: work done by pressure

: source term representing heating rate per unit rnass

QG,t) may include terms for radiative heat gain or loss, viscous heat dissipation, heat

loss due to thermal conduction, and Joule heating.

Volland (1969) incorporated the various source terms in his derivation of the equations

governing gravity v/aves; however, the simplified atmospheric model of Hines (1960)

is adopted here. This assumes an isothermal atmosphere of uniform composition and

constant gravitational field. It also assumes the atrnosphere to be non-viscous, to have

no thermal conduction and to be electrically neutral. The effects of introducing a

mean wind flow, a temperature gradient and viscous dissipation wiil be discussed later.

An inertial frame of reference is assumed; a rotating frame introduces a Coriolis force

(-2p* X v, where w is the angular velocity of rotation) which acts at right angles to

p

DT
DT

(;)
(r, ¿)

D
Dt

a

12



the motion of the gas, but becomes significant only for long periods and distances, as in

tides and planetary u/aves. Under these assumptions, the equations of motion become

somewhat simpler. Using the perfect gas equation, the energy equation is rewritten as

the adiabatic equation of state. Equations (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) become,

Equation of continuity:
o* *pV'v: o (2.9)
lJt

Equation of force:
DP;*YP_ Ps:o (2'io)

Equation of energy:

(2.11)

The equations of motion are non-linear in p, p and v, and difficult to solve analytically.

They can be linearized by writing the parameters as a zeroth order (background) term

plusasmallfirstorder(perturbation)term,ie. p: pot p', p: polp', v: v0 f v'

\Mhen substituted into the equations of motion the zeroth order terms describe the

movements of the background atmosphere, the first order (dashed) terms describe the

perturbation motions and higher order terms may be neglected. It is assumed the

perturbation parameters vary sinusoidally, ie.

(2.12)

where r)z are cartesian coordinates (z is vertical and r is measured in any horizon-

tal direction), -I{,, K, are (theoretically) complex wavenumbers and P, R,X,Z arctlne

complex polarisation amplitudes rvhich define the phase relationships between the pa-

rameters.

Substituting(2.72) into the linearized forms of equations (2.9), (2.70), and (2.11) gives

four linear equations in the four variables, *", #, ", and. u'". These are written in

matrix form, and a nontrivial solution can be found, providing the determinant of the

coefficientmatrixiszero. Thisconditiondefinesarelationshipbetween K,,K.,andc,.r,

in which it is impossible for both 1(, and K, to be purely real. A simple and realistic

possibility is to choose K, to be real, which implies no exponential growth or decay

tå -,'Dfi: o

p'

PoR

p'

PoP

13



\Mith I{, - k, and K": Ic,+ h, t nshi k,, k., and ¿, is described

by the dispersion equation,

k? : k3 (2.13)

of the wave in the horizontal direction. In this case, either I{" is purely ima,ginary

or K. : lc" + #. If. K. is purely imaginary the wave can have no vertical phase

progression, but has vertical exponential growth or decay. This is the case for surface

'waves or evanescent waves. If. I{" is complex, the wave has vertical phase progression

and exponential gror,r'th with height. This is the case for internal waves, which are

to be considered further. Exponential growth of the wave results from the exponential

decrease in atmospheric density with height; for the wave to maintain a constant energy

flux, there must be a corresponding increase in the amplitude of wave fluctuations.

where c,,r6 is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, c.ro is a constant called the acoustic cutoff

frequency, and c..,6 1 ao. There is no real solution to the dispersion equation if ¿..r is in

tlre interval u6 1 , I @at so that no internal waves propagate at these frequencies.

\Maves will propagate when us 1 u6 which is the gravity wave region, and rvhen us ) uo

which is the acoustic wave region. If the term for the Coriolis effect had been retainecl

in the equation of force then the dispersion relation would show a low frequency limit

for the gravity wave region, given by the inertial frequency, /. Expressions for these

limiting frequencies and their corresponding periods are given by

a!:(+)'*## ro(5min

u!:(l- ÐË+*u"q rb-5-15min (2.I4)

f : t# r¿-13h

where / is the latitude, ?ø is the rotation period of the earth, and r¿ is given for latitude

The relationship (2.13) can be represented on a dispersion diagram showing contours of

constant frequency in the k,, k, domain (figure 2.1). The elliptical contours represent

the acoustic branch and the hyperbolic contours represent the gravity wave branch.

A large range of horizontal and vertical scales are possible. Reid (1936) collated 408

optical and radar observations of gravity wave characteristics in the 60-110 km altitude

Ó :67o
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Figure 2.1. Dispersion diagram showing contours of constant frequency in the
k" - lc" domain.

The elliptical contours represent the acoustic branch and the hyperbolic contours
represent the gravity wave branch. The contours are labelled with period, in min-
utes. They are calculated using parameters appropriate to a height of 120 km, ie.

¡¿=5.8 min, ro-5.2 min, c=329 ms-l.

range. Observed periods ranged from 8 min to 10 h, with horizontal wavelengths of 10-

6000 km, and phase speeds of 5-380 ms-1. Equation (2.13) indicates that a particular

period may correspond to a range of possible horizontal wavelengths; data collated by

Reid (1986) shows, in broad features, a po\Mer law relationship, À, : 3.6 ?1'06 ie. a

general increase in horizontal wavelength with period.

2.2.3 Propagation velocities of a wave

The phase velocity of a wave, in the (r,") p1ane, is given by

tt
Ê (2.15)vp:

where the unit vector k is in the direction of phase progression. The cartesian com-

ponents of vn are not measured by observation; the observed quantities are the phase

trace speeds, which a¡e the speeds with which wavefronts appear to move in the z and

(te'z, + tc1¡i
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z directions. The horizontal and vertical phase trace speeds are

QU),or: kr, up": 
E

I-

lvol2- u2r,' ,,o"
(2.16)

(2.r7)

1 11

Similarly, the true wavelength as rneasured in the (c, z) plane is

where

2tr

(k, + te2¡i
À:

The observed quantities are

I, 2r
Ic' ^"

where
2n

t,
111

IN- X- 
^2

(2.18)

Strictly monochromatic r,¡/aves do not occur in the atmosphere; a superposition of waves

having a range of frequencies and wave vectors about central values, is always present.

These form a \¡/ave packet which travels with r and z group velocity components given

by

(H)r" and (#)r" ers)

Therefore the motion of the wave packet, a¡rd hence energy propagation, is at an ele-

vation angle given by

tan' : (#)r" /(H)r": -(#). e2o)

which is normal to the o contour. The locus of the wave packet is referred to as the

ray path.

Propagation properties of both branches of internal atmospheric waves can be deduced

from figure 2.1. This shows that for acoustic waves, k can take any direction at any

frequency, and the direction of energy propagation is approximately in the same direc-

tion as that of phase progression. When u )) c..ro equation (2.13) becomes the wave

equation for sound, ie. u)2 : .'(k3 + k). Propagation of gravity waves however, is

highly anisotropic which is to be expected as the gravitational restoring force acts only

in the vertical direction. Consideration of figure 2.1 shows that the directions of phase

progression and energy propagation are up to 90o apart in the (*, r) plane; aithough the

horizontal components are in the same direction, the vertical components are always

oppositely directed. Therefore if the energy of a gravity wave is propagating upwards,
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Figure 2.2. Ai parcel orbits produced by gravity waves. The orbits are elliptical,
tending to linear oscillations for large values of k, ie. for short wavelengths (from
Georges, 1967b, referred to in Beer, L974).

the observed phase progression is downu¡ards. Figure 2.1 shows that as ø --r 0 , phase

progression is predominantly vertical and energy propagation horizontal. As us --+ u6,

phase progression tends towards horizontal whilst energy propagation tends towards

vertical.

The magnitude of phase and group velocities is also dependent on frequency. For \Maves

in the acoustic branch, phase speed is always equal to or greater than c, the speed of

sound, increasing hyperbolically as c.r approaches c,.ro. For waves in the gravity wave

branch, phase speed is always less than c. The group speed of waves in both branches

is always less than c.

2.2.4 Perturbation velocities

Motion of an individual air parcel can be described using the polarisation amplitudes,

X and Z, which define the phase relationship between the perturbation velocity com-

ponents, uf and u'", and hence the displacement of the air parcel. Figure 2.2 shows

the orbits of air parcels as ellipses at gravity wave frequencies. For large k (ie. short

wavelengths) the motion becomes purely linear. As ø --+ 0 the major axis of the orbit
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tends towards horizontal; as c.r -+ (tb it tends towards vertical.

2.3 Effects of a Real Atrnosphere

The discussion so far has concentrated on gravity waves in an idealised fluid. In a

realistic atmosphere the presence of a background wind, temperature gradients, viscos-

ity, thermal conduction, ions, and the process of wave breaking all affect gravity wave

characteristics.

2.3.7 Effects of mean wind and critical layers

The assumption of a stationary atmosphere is clropped and a mean wind, IJ : (2, u,u,),

is included in the equations of motion. When appiied to the general wave solution as

before, the Stokes derivative becomes

DA
Dt: At+"

k"
.)

aaa
^ * u^ *ôr -0y --ôz (2.21)

Using this operator, solution of the perturbation matrix gives rise to a dispersion rela-

tion as before, but cu is replaced by the intrinsic frequency, f) : ¿¿ - U . k,

@? - a') @z - a")
(2.22)

a2 c2

The frequency as seen by a fixed observer is a.r, rvhereas f) is the Doppler shifted

frequency as seen in the frame moving with the wind. f) is the quantity which applies to

the physical behaviour of the wave. Generally the magnitude of the vertical component

of the mean wind is negligible compared with that of the horizontal component, so that

the intrinsic frequency becomes

f¿ : (t - U k" costþ

kz
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where [/ is the rnean wind speed and ty' is the angle between the wind direction and

the horizontal wave vector. The intrinsic phase trace speed is

C¿

k" : up'-U costþ (2'24)

If ,þ> 90o, the intrinsic frequency is Doppler shifted to a higher frequency. As the

tvave continues to propagate upwards into regions of increasing mean wind, f) increases

and the ray path is refracted towards the vertical (Cowling et al., 1971). The wave is

reflected when f) becomes equal to the Brunt-Väisälä frequency.

If ,þ < 90o, the intrinsic frequency is Doppler shifted to a lower frequency. As the wave

propagates through regions of increasing mean wind, f) tends to zero, and the ray path

is refracted towards the horizontal. Equation (2.24) shows that if the component of

the mean wind in the direction of phase progression is equal to the horizontal trace

speed, then f,) : 0. In this case the wave becomes unstable, begins breaking, and wave

energy is transferred to the background mean wind. This coupling between gravity

'waves and the mean rvind is the critical level effect mentioned in section 2.L. h has trvo

effects on the dynamics of the atmosphere. The first is the filtering out of waves with

low phase speed (ie. short horizontal wavelengths). Since most critical level filtering

occurs in a direction parallel (or close) to the mean wind, the observed effect is a

predominance of \¡r''aves perpendicular to the mean wind (reflection reduces the number

of waves propagating antiparallel to the mean wind). The second effect is transport of

energy and momentum in the middle atmosphere, through dissipation of gravity waves.

The mechanisms of critical coupling and reflection were clearly illustrated by the labo-

ratory studies of Koop (1981) and I(oop and McGee (1986) who obtained shadowgraph

images of internal rvaves propagating in stratified fluids.

2.3.2 Temperature gradients and reflection

Hines' (1960) model assumes an isothermal atmosphere; the real atmosphere contains

temperature gradients and wind shears which have a significant effect on r'Ã/ave propa-
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gation (Pitteway and Hines,1965). Vertical gradients in temþerature and wind change

the Brunt-Väisälä frequency and intrinsic wave frequency, which causes refraction of

the wave ray path. It can be shown (eg. Lighthill, 1978, p33a) that the elevation angle

of the ray path is given by

sinQ : a - k, U(z) costþ

ab(z)
aþ)
ab(z)

(2.25)

where .o(") : height-dependent Brunt-Väisälä frequency

AQ) : height-dependent intrinsic frequency

U(") : height-dependent mean wind speed

The previous section described the refraction effects of wind shears. Temperature gra-

dients cause changes in the speed of sound and hence u6. If. tr6 decreases with height,

the ray path is refracted towards the vertical, until the wave is reflected when {l: at.

In general, reflection occurs when a wave propagates from a height where k! > 0 to

a height where k2 < 0. If this condition persists for more than half a wavelength the

'wave is reflected. From the dispersion equat ion (2.22),, k2 < 0 when kZ < # (ffi)
At low frequencies this is equivalent to the condition fr > ff. Hines (1960) applied

this condition to the height range of 50-80 km, being a region of large temperature

gradient in the middle atmosphere. He quoted from Minzer et al. (1959) the minimum

value of. ?L to be 170 ms-1 at 79 km altitude. A more recent global atmospheric modelua

by Groves (1985, 1987) was used to calculate the minimum value appropriate to the

latitude of Mawson, and averaged over the observing months, March to October. This

lvvas approximately 230 ms-1 at 85 km. Therefore low frequency waves with horizontal

trace velocities greater than 230 ms-1, propagating upwards from the troposphere, will

theoretically be reflected at this ievel. In practise, this depends on the vertical extent

of the strong temperature gradient relative to the scale of the wave. The limit imposed

by reflection on upwaldly propagating gravity v/aves is shown as a dotted curve on the

dispersion diagram of figure 2.3. Permitted gravity rvave modes (of tropospheric origin)

lie above this curve.
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2.3.3 Viscosity and thermal conduction

In the model described, an upwardly-propagating wave which suffers no critical layer

absorption or reflection will grolr¡ exponentially. Various phenomena act to limit this

growth, including viscous and thermal dissipation of momentum and heat.

For a fluid with non-constant velocity arrd velocity shears, the drag force per unit vol-

ume due to molecular viscosity is given by V . $ : åV(V.v) + LtVzv where S is the

stress tensor and p is the (constant) molecular coefficient of viscosity. This term can be

includedintheequationofmotion,andacorrespondingterm,V'(S'v)-v'(V'S),

in the equation of energy, but the solution of the equations becomes complicated (Pit-

teway and Hines, 1963). An estirnate of the damping effect of viscosity can be obtained

by equating tire mean energy content in one cycle of undamped wave motion with

the amount of energy the atmosphere can absorb through viscous dissipation. This

condition occurs when

(2.26)

where E : mean energy content in one cycle of wave motion

R : rate of viscous energy dissipation

T : wave period

Hines (1960) used the expression for -R given by Lamb (1945) and the asymptotic

approxirnation kl >> @"lr)2, to obtain an equivalent expression,

2nrtk2. : n (r- g) e.2T)' \ uí/
where n : plp is the kinematic viscosity. This condition defines a maximum value of

k" (and hence a minimum vertical wavelength) for a given frequency, beyond which a

'wave is totally attenuated by viscous dissipation. Dissipation limits were calculated

from height profiles of 17 given in Gossard and Hooke (t-975, p220) and represented as

dashed curves in figure 2.3. Permitted wave modes lie below the dissipation limit. The

minimum vertical wavelength increases with height as molecular viscosity increases. As

a result larger-scale waves predominate at greater heights.

E-Rr
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The expression (2.27) applies to a rnodel based on a non-dissipative atmosphere. Hickey

and Cole (1988) compared dissipation rates in a model (A) which included in the wave

equations, viscosity and thermal conduction terms appropriate to a dissipative atmo-

sphere, with a basic rnodel (B) which used a non-dissipative atmosphere, as in Hines

(1960). Comparisons with a full-wave model showed that model B underestimated

dissipation rates in the lower thermosphere, grossly overestimated rates in the middle

thermosphere, and underestimated above 350 km.

The importance of molecular viscosity decreases rapidly below the turbopause (-110 km)

where turbulent eddy viscosity predominates. As observations in this study were made

above the turbopause, eddy viscosity will not be considered here.

Thermal conduction has dissipative effects similar to viscosit¡ since both are transport

processes caused by molecular diffusion. Although the mechanisms are different, their

dissipative effects may be combined to give an effective viscosit¡ q' : (! + !)n, where

+ - 7.4 to 1.5, depending on the nature of the gas (Hines et aJ., 1974, p3S1).

2.3.4 Ion drag

The presence of ionization in the atmosphere has severaJ. effects on wave motion. If the

gyrofrequency of an ionised particle is much greater than its collision frequency, it is

constrained to move along a magnetic field line. At mid-latitudes, this occurs above

about 90 km for electrons and above about 140 km for ions. One effect of this is that

the response of the ionised medium to gravity u/aves is quite different in character and

magnitude from the response of the neutral atmosphere. Another effect in regions of

large ionisation is the modification of \Mave propagation and introduction of new rvave

modes (Gossard and Hooke r 1975., p239; Hines and Hooke, 1970). However, the effect on

tÃ¡aves in the neutral component is collisional damping of any motion perpendicular to

the magnetic field lines, called ion drag. Therefore the degree of damping is dependent

on the direction of wave propagation. It is also dependent on the ratio of neutral-ion
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Figure 2.4. Comparison between energy-dissipation rate coefficients for molecular

dissipation (viscosity and thermal conduction) and Joule dissipation due to ion drag.

The molecular dissipation coefficient is shown for two horizontal wave velocities; the

Joule dissipation coefficient is shown for typical day and night conditions (from Rich-
mond, 1978b).

collision frequency to wave frequenc¡ (r";/Q), so that damping effects are greatest in

the F region where z,; maximises. At night, un¿ decreases and only waves of period

greater than several hours are significantly damped by ion drag (Gossard and Hooke,

7975, p2a7). Figure 2.4 illustrates the relative importance of molecular effects and ion

drag as a function of altitude, and with time of day.

The combined effects of viscosity, heat conduction and ion drag on \üave propagation

were calculated by Richmond (1978b) in terms of wave phase speed and period. He

found that slower moving and shorter period u¡aves are most heavily damped, and are

progressively filtered out as the distance from the source increases. For example, a

'wave generated at 110 km altitude, of period 2 h and horizontal speed of 300 ms-l may

travel 2500 km before being severely dissipated; a wave of half this period and speed

may travel less than 1000 km. Therefore the fast-moving long-period waves are most

important in global propagation.
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2.3.5 Wave saturation

In contrast to the various dissipation mechanisms described, which act on waves of all

dimensions, wave saturation refers to processes in which the growth limiting action is

dependent on (large) v/ave amplitude. Hodges (1967, 1969) recognised that instabilities

created by large oscillations may produce turbulence. This limits further growth of the

'wave, and transfers energy and momentum of the rv\¡ave to the mean rvind through eddy

transport of heat and viscous stress (eg. Vincent and Reid, 1983). The mean wind is

accelerated towards the phase speed of the \¡/ave. If the mean wind and phase speed are

oppositely directed, wave breaking may bring about reversal of the mean wind direction.

The effect of wave saturation on the middle atmosphere was parameterised by Lindzen

(1981), showing that gravity-wave breaking provided the momentum transfer required

to bring about the observed reversal of the mean zoral wind above the mesopause, and

the warm winter and colder summer mesopause. These features of the atmosphere had

long been observed (eg. Kellogg and Schilling, 1951) but until that time had not been

adequately explained.

\Mave saturation rnay occur through the linear processes of convective or dynamical

instabilities, or through non-linear rvr¡ave-wave or wave-vortical mode interactions.

Linear saturation theory is based on the creation of convective or dynamic instabil-

ities by large amplitude oscillations of a wave (Fritts, 1984). Convective instability

occurs when temperature oscillations cause the adiabatic lapse rate to be exceeded, ie.

# a -rr*. For a monochromatic wave, this is equivaient to the condition I u' l>l " - A 
I

where u':perturbation velocit¡ c-phase velocity, ?.¿:mean wind velocit¡ in the nota-

tion of Fritts. This condition may occur either as a result of growth of wave amplitude

with height (ie. an increase in I u' l) or as a \Ã/ave approaches a critical level (ie. a

decrease in I c - " l). In both situations the wave begins breaking when the condition

is fuIfilled.

Dynamic stability is measured by comparing the stabilising influence of gravity and
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temperature gradients with the destabilising influence of wind shears. It is measured

by the Richardson number, R; : u? I (æ)' . A region becomes unstable when R, < T.

Observations of dynamical and convective instabilities were reviewed by Fritts (1989)

and Fritts and Rastogi (1985). Observations suggest that dynamical instabilities are

common in the middle and lower atmosphere and associated with low frequency gravity

lwaves. Convective instabilities have been less frequently studied, and appear to be

associated with higher-frequency waves.

Atmospheric observations have shown that saturation occurs in waves of amplitudes less

than those required by the linear theory outlined above. To account for this, \Meinstock

(1976, 1982) proposed a theory of non-linear interactions among a spectrurn of waves.

Such interactions give rise to energy transfer between \'ì¡aves, formation of new t¡/aves,

and wave breaking. The theory predicted that wave breaking may occur when the

individual waves are below saturation amplitude. However, Fritts (1985) supported the

linear theory; he maintained that a spectrum of waves saturates mainly by convective

instability created by superposition of the waves.

2.4 Sources of Gravity 'Waves

Thermospheric gravity waves can g-enerally be classified into two categories: large-scaie

(LS) disturbances and medium-scale (MS) disturbances. Large-scale waves have hori-

zorrtal wavelengths of the order of 1000 km, speeds of 400-1000 ms-l, and periods of

around 30 min to 3 h or more. They are generated in the high-latitude thermosphere

by magnetic substorrls, and propagate equatorward to mid-latitudes and further (Ha-

jkowicz and Hunsucker, 1987). They may also occur following energetic events such

as nuclear explosions and earthquakes. (Davies and Baker, 1965). Francis (1975)

associated LS gravity lvaves rvith the ducted surface modes supported by the steep

temperature gradient at the base of the thermosphere. Richmond (1978a), however,

explained the ducting as total reflection of long-period freely-propagating waves in the
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lower thermosphere, and weak reflection in the upper thermosphere through viscosity

and heat conduction effects. He suggested that the resulting wave guide is too weak to

be signifi.cant in general.

Medium-scale waves have horizontal wavelengths of the order of 100 km, speeds of

100-250 ms-l, and periods ranging from the Brunt-Väisälä period (about 5-15 min

in the thermosphere) to about 60 min. Theory predicts that they are more heavily

attenuated than LS waves, but nevertheless have been observed to travel large distances

(Chandra et al., 1979). MS waves are more easily generated than LS waves by natural

sources, and therefore are more numerous. These sources exist over a range of latitudes

and altitudes, so that sources of specific MS wave observations are difficult to identify.

Satellite observations show that thermospheric gravity waves occur more frequently at

higher latitudes (Potter et al., 1976; Newton et al., 1969) suggesting the importance

of auroral sources. A study by Crowley et al. (1987) of MS TIDs over the Antarctic

peninsula showed marked differences in the morphology of waves generated during

magnetically quiet and active periods. During quiet times, waves were observed with

low speeds and an anticlockwise diurnal rotation in propagation direction; during active

times, some very high-speed \Ã/aves were observed with no simple propagation trends.

Mid-latitude observations of MS TIDs propagating east-west during equinox and propa-

gating poleward in summer (Davies and Jones, 1971) and winter (Munro, 1958) cannot

be attributed to auroral sources. Other upper-atmosphere sources have been proposed,

namely the equatorial electrojet (Knudsen, 1969), nonlinear breaking of tides, solar

eclipses and supersonic motion of the terminator (Davis and DaRosa, 1970; Somsikor',,

1987) and mid-latitude particle precipitation. Tropospheric sources of gravity waves

inciude wind flow over topography (Blumen and Hart, 1988), the meteorological jet

stream (Gavrilov and Shved, 1982; Waldock and Jones, 1987) and tropospheric storms

and weather flonts (Freund and Jacka, 1979; Taylor and Hapgood, 1988).
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2.4.7 Auroral sources

Theory and observations of high latitude sources were reviewed by Hunsucker (1982).

He discussed two most likely mechanisms for gravity-wave generation, 1) Lorentz forces

and Joule heating related to surges in the auroral electrojet current, and 2) intense

heating by precipitating charged particles. He also discussed conditions under which

gravity rm¡aves may be generated by supersonic motion of electron density irregularities.

Auroral electrojet currents act to produce gravity waves through two mechanisms. The

first is the Lorentz force per unit mass, acting on charged particles J x B f p, which is

transferred to the neutral atmosphere through collisions, and the second is Joule heating

of the atmosphere, J E per unit volume (where B is the magnetic field strength, E

is the electric fi.eld strength and J is the electric current density which includes terms

related to the direct, Pederson, and Hall conductivities). The relative importance

of these mechanisms in generating gravity rvaves is dependent on the height of the

current source, the electric field strength, and the horizontal velocity of the wave.

Based on a model by Chimonas and Hines (1970), Hunsucker (1977) estimated the

relative contributions of Lorentz forces and Joule heating (LlJ).He found LIJ tobe

around 2.4 f.or an average electric field of 43 mVm-l. However, theoretical calculations

by Brekke (1979) showed Lf J decreased significantly with source height and increasing

field strength, such that Joule heating dominatesfor sources at or above 120 km, when

the electric field strength is greater than about 40 mV m-1.

The effects of particle precipitation are difficult to isolate from those of auroral cur-

rents. Electrojet current density is proportional to electron concentration, which may

be increased by an order of magnitude or more during periods of strong particle pre-

cipitation. Crowley and Williams (1987) used profiles of electron concentration and

measurements of plasma velocities to determine heating due to precipitating particles,

and Joule heating by the electrojet current. They found that on average, the height

integrated Joule heating was more than 10 times that of particle heating.
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Figure 2.5. Gravity-wave-induced pressure perturbations, as a function of time, at
a horizontal distance of 1000 km and heights of 100 and 200 km above the source.

The dotted lines show the reduced amplitude caused by increasing tlie depth of the

source by a factor of 5 (adapted from Chimonas and Hines, 1970).

Many ïvorkers have modelled the atmospheric response to surges in the auroral elec-

trojet current. Richmond and Matsushita (1975) calculated the atmospheric wind and

temperature variations caused by a disturbance in the auroral current, which \Mas mod-

elled as a 2-dimensional line source. The results showed a pulselike disturbance prop-

agating equatorward at 750 ms-l. Chimonas and Hines (1970) calculated the pressure

response of the atmosphere, and the effect of increasing the dimensions of the source.

Increasing the depth of the source by a factor of five significantly reduced the amplitude

of the taii of the wave train, through interference (figure 2.5). Near fi.eld density and

horizontal velocity perturbations were modelled by Luhmann (1980). The magnitude

of perturbations in the very near field was found to be considerably reduced with the

inclusion of an earth-reflected disturbance in the model.

Many observed characteristics of thermospheric gravity waves support the models of

aurorally generated tffaves. Early observations concentrated on large-scale travelling

ionospheric disturbances at mid-latitudes. Their correlation rvith magnetic activity was

confirmed by Davis and daRosa (1969) who used columnar electron content records to

measure LS TIDs travelling with speeds of 200-1000 ms-l. Many observations have

been made of their equatorïvard propagation from the winter pole (eg. Munro, 1958;

Testud, 1970). More recently, Hajkowicz and Hunsucker (1987) presented data from a
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network of ionosonde stations, showing LS TIDs generated simultaneously in the north-

ern and southern auroral regions, and suggested particle precipitation as the source.

The TIDs propagated equatorward at around 800 ms-l with wavefronts of transverse

length of 1600 and 7000 km in the southern and northern hemispheres respectively.

Characteristics of auroral MS gravity \Maves were obtained by Chandra et al. (1979)

from satellite measurements of kinetic temperature and neutral composition. They

found that, in contrast to LS waves, MS waves showed little correlation with I{n in-

dex (which is derived from stations at geomagnetic latitudes 48'-63'). Rather they

were usually observed to be preceded by major peaks in AE, which is a measure of

electrojet activity derived from stations in the auroral zone. The waves propagated

to mid-latitudes on the night side, and a corresponding distance over the polar cap to

auroral regions on the day side.

2.5 Wave Generation and Propagation

The spectrum of waves observed at a particular location depends on the nature of

the source, the horizontal and vertical distance from the source, and the effect of the

dissipation mechanisms over the propagation path of the waves. The following discus-

sion is based on the theory of propagation of medium-scale waves described by Francis

(1974), and the propagation of large-scale thermospheric u¡aves described by Richmond

(1e78b).

A source generates a spectrum of waves rvhich is dependent on the spatial and temporal

ch.aracteristics of the source. In a source region of Gaussian cross-section with verti-

cal half width Az, destructive interference reduces the amplitude of short-wavelength

modes for which k"L,z ) 1 (Francis, 1974). A similar condition applies to sources with

finite horizontal dimensions. A source in which the force acts over a period Aú, will not

effectively produces \¡¡aves for which ç¿A¿ > 1. Results from the WAGS (Worldwide

Atmospheric Gravity-v/ave Study) (\Milliams et al., 1988) indicate a direct correspon-
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dence between periodicities in the sources and gravity-'wave periods. They measured

33 min and 17 min periodicities in the auroral electric freld using the EISCAT network;

the same periods were measured t h later in gravity waves propagating over the UI(.

The geometry of a source also affects the range dependence of the gravity-wave response.

This may vary from an r-3 dependence for a vertical impulse point source to an ro

(no) dependence for a switch-on horizontal line source (Francis, 1975). In general,,

geometrical spreading causes a decrease in response with range. This may be offset as

a result of the anisotropic propagation of gravity waves, as follows. The energy of a

low frequency wave propagates at any elevation angle up to Õ, given by sin Q : *
Therefore, low frequency waves propagate at small elevation angles and over large

horizontal distances (for example, waves generated by a nuclear blast, Hines, 1967).

Thus if a source excites mainly low frequency ïvaves and its propagation is observed

at fixed (ionospheric) heights by a series of stations, the disturbance appears to grow

with horizontal distance as the low frequency component reaches observing heights.

This may offset the effects of geometrical spreading and dissipation so that the wave is

observed as a TID propagating unattenuated over large horizontal distances.

Another explanation for the long-distance propagation of medium-scale gravity lvr/aves

was put forward by Mayr et al. (1984). They obtained a numerical model of the transfer

function of the atmosphere to describe the r¡r'ave response to a source representing

Joule heating. One component of the response corresponded to a propagating wave

generated in the thermosphere, then entering a duct formed by the earth's surface

and the temperature minimum at the mesopause. Here the 'wave travels with little

dissipation, while some energy leaks back into the thermosphere to be observed as

medium-scale TIDs.

Because of the anisotropic propagation of atmospheric waves, the wave train arriving

at a fixed observation point varies in frequency and amplitude. The arrival sequence of

'waves generated by an impulsive source is dependent on their group velocity. Figure 2.6

illustrates the relationship between elevation angle of energy propagation, period, and

horizontal group velocity. 'Waves arriving at a fixed observation point ail travel at
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Figure 2.6. Contours of constant elevation angle of energy propagation, Õ as a
funcúion of normalised horizontal group velocity and period (from Francis, 1974).

elevation angle O. Following this contour and assuming the waves arrive in order of

decreasing group speed, three distinct rvave trains are observed. The first to arrive is

the high-frequency acoustic \ilave, travelling at the speed of sound, c. Behind this are

lower-frequency waves, asymptotically decreasing in frequency to the acoustic cutoff, aro.

Shortly after the initial acoustic pulse another wavefront arrives and immediately splits

into two wave trains, one approaching the Brunt-Väisälä frequency t.l6, and the other

approaching the limiting low frequeÍLcy uc: arósinÕ, which decreases with increasing

horizontal distance from the source (ie. with decreasing A). This change in frequenc¡'

of the wave train with time is accompanied by a change in u'avelength.

Francis (I974) modelled wave trains generated by a line source at 720 km altitude (as

an approximation to the auroral electrojet). He considered the propagation of both

direct waves and those reflected from the earth, in a dissipative atmosphere. At a

fixed observation point, fluctuations due to the direct wave ïr/'ere seen as a pulselike

disturbance with the waves which arrive later being significantly damped. Figure 2.7a

shows modelled electron density fluctuations produced by a TID at 200 km altitude and

at various ground ranges. The earth-reflected waves have a more common oscillatory

form (figurc 2.7b). Francis attributed the difference in form to dispersion of the reflected

v/aves to such an extent that they appear monochromatic, whereas direct rv\¡aves contain
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many superposed frequencies.

2.6 Airglow and Auroral Emissions

In this study, gravity wave activity is measured through observations of intensity varia-

tions in several nighttime atmospheric emissions. These may be attributed to airglorv,

which is a continuous, extremely \¡eak emission occurring at all latitudes, and at high

latitudes, to both airglow and auroral emissions. The aurora can be formless and

quiescent, but during moderate activity, becomes more intense and structured. The

fundamental difference in the two forms of emission lies in the excitation mechanism.

Airglow is the result of chemical reactions between atmospheric constituents and auro-

ral emission is excited by precipitating solar particles. Emissions under consideration

here are the )630 nm and )558 nm lines of atomic oxygen, which occur in both airglow
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and aurorae. Excitation mechanisms for both emissions are discussed individually, and

the theory and observations of gravity-wave interaction with atmospheric emissions is

outlined. Vallance Jones et al. (1985) and Torr and Torr (1982) reviewed the major

atmospheric emissions; Forsyth and Wraight (1987) reviewed periodic variations in the

nighttime emissions.

2.6.7 The À630 nrn oxygen emission

The 'forbidden' À630 nm red line is produced as part of a doublet by the transition

from an excited state to the ground state of oxygen

o(t D) ------+ oC P) * huazo, r;sa

and has a radiative lifetime of around 110 sec. Nighttime À630 nm airglow emanates

from a broad layer near 200-250 km altitude (Gulledge et al., 1968; Hays et al., 1978).

O(tD) nightglow is excited predominantly by dissociative recombination of OlF, and

also by hot thermal electron impact.

At high latitudes the À630 nm emission is due mainly to auroral excitation. A typical

À630 nm nightglow intensity is 50-100 R (Chamberlain, 1961) compared with an IBC1

)630 nm auroral intensity of around 600 R (Sharp et al., 1979). The excitation processes

of auroral O(tD) are not completely understood. Research on possible mechanisms is

summarised by Meier (1987). Mechanisms thought to contribute to the production of

nighttime auroral O('D) are (Rees and Roble, 1986; Solomon et al., 1988):

O{ +e

O+e

Olet

Ozie

o('^g)

N(D)+02

o(tD) + o

O(1D) I e

O(r D) -f e

o(rD) + o

O(t D) * hussz.z

o('D) + ¡ro
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Figute 2.8. Modelled height profiles of À630 nm volume emission rates for an inte-
grated À630 nm intensity of 2 kR. Contributions from the various possible mechanisms

are labelled as in the text (adapted from Rees and Roble, 1986).

N+ + Oz --+ O(t D) + ¡/O+ ion-atom interchange (2.7)

N(P) + O + O('D) + ¡f(4.9) quenching of N* (2.8)

O('D) is removed through quenching bV ¡/, and 02 at similar reaction rates, but l/z

has the dominant effect because of its higher concentration (Hays et al., 1978). There

is some uncertainty about the quenching effect of O(3P) (Abreu et al., 1986).

Analysis of satellite and rocket data by Sharp et al. (1979, 1983) showed that disso-

ciative recombination of OI and auroral electron impact accounted for only 10% of the

observed 1630 nm intensity below 250 km. Rees and Roble (1986) discussed N("D)

atom interchange as the main excitation mechanism, with dissociative recombination

and auroral electron impact contributing around 70To each. Figure 2.8 shows their

computed height profiles of volume emission rates for the mechanisms (2.1) to (2.7).

Intensity peaks occur at different altitudes for most mechanisms, resulting in a broad

total peak which ranges from 180-240 km altitude for the softest to hardest electron

spectra. More recent modelling (Solomon et al., 1988) suggests that dissociative re-

combination of OI and auroral electron impact on O are the major contributors ancl

the remaining mechanisms contribute to varying minor degrees. Solomon et al. found

reasonable agreement between their models and measurements of À630 nm volume

emission rates from the Atmospheric Explorer Visible Airlow experiment.
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2.6.2 The À558 nm oxygen emission

The 'forbidden' 1558 nm green line is produced in the transition between two excited

states of oxygen

O(t.g) ----- O(LD) + hussa

which is accompanied by the weaker transition

o(t^g) ------+ oCP) * huzsz

The radiative lifetime of O(1s) is about 0.8 sec. À558 nm nightglow emission emanates

from a layer of width 6-10 km at 97 km altitude, and a much wider layer in the F region

(Gulledge et al., 1968; Thomas, 1981). The F region emission is produced through

dissociative recombination of. OI, and at mid-latitudes is about 1/10 the intensity of

the lower layer. For many years the layer at 97 km was thought to be produced via the

association energy of Oz in the Chapman mechanism,

o+o*o------O(S)+02

where O denotes the ground state of atomic oxygen, O(" P). However, arguments based

on reaction rates (as reviewed in Torr and Torr, 1982), suggested that the following

two step Barth mechanism is responsible

O+OiM ------*O;+M

followed by collisional energy transfer

o;+o , oz+o(1^9)

where M is the neutral species 02 or ly'2, and Oiis a vibrationally excited state. The

reaction rate of the Barth mechanism is reduced by the de-excitation of Oj through

radiation or quenching by Oz or Nz. The À558 nm emission rate is reduced through

quenching of O(1.9) by O and, predominantly, 02 (witt et al., 1979; Thomas et al.,

1e7e).

The À558 nm line is the strongest visible emission in the aurora, and at auroral latitudes

is far stronger than the 1558 nm airglow. An intensity of 250 R is typical for )558 nm
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airglow compared with 1000 R for an IBCI- À558 nrn auroral intensity (Chamberlain,

1961). The excitation mechanism for aurorat O(1S) production has not been conclu-

sively determined. Rees (1984) and Gattinger et al. (1985) discussed the following

possible mechanisms:

O+e

OI +e

N+ +Oz

ol+N
N2(A38tr) + o

O(tS)+e

o(ts)+o

o('^9) + NO+

o('.9) + No+

o('^9) + N,

direct electron impact

dissociative recombination

ion-atom interchange

energy transfer

------+

----+

------+

------+

------+

Current evidence suggests that energy transfer from the excited N2(A3ÐI) state is

the dominant process (Gerdjikova and Shepherd, 1987; Henriksen and Egeland, 1988).

Above 200 km altitude, N2 concentration decreases significantly and the alternative

mechanisms become important in O(1.9) excitation. N1(A3E}) is .xcited by direct

electron impact and is quenched by O and Oz (Parkinson and Zipf, 1970), which re-

duces the rate of excitation of O(t^9) below 100 km. Modelled contributions of these

mechanisms are shown in figure 2.9.

The height and shape of the À558 nm emission layer is dependent on the energy of pre-

cipitating particles; higher energy particles produce a narrower peak at lower altitudes.

Schmidtke et al. (1985) presented À558 nm height profiles obtained from rocket flights.

They found that emission peaks occurred around 105 km and 120 km for a diffuse au-

rora and a stable arc, respectively. Jones and Jacka (1987) estimate a 1558 nm emission

height of 100-130 km by comparing temperatures obtained from Doppler line widths

with temperature-height profiles from the US Standard Atmosphere, 1976. Measure-

ments were made at the same location (Mawson, Antarctica) as the observations used

in this study and so provide an appropriate estimate of the )558 nm emission height.

An average height of 120 km is used in the current work. This estimate obviously relies

on the accuracy of the atmospheric model referred to by Jones and Jacka (i9S7).
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Figure 2.9. Modelled height profiles of À558 nm volume emission rate for a type-B
aurora with integrated À428 nm intensity of 20 kR. Contributions from various pos-

sible mechanisms are shown (adapted from Gattinger et al., 1985).

2-6.3 The interaction of gravity v/aves with atmospherlc emrssrons

The passage of a gravity wave perturbs the local atmospheric density and temperature

and hence the intensity of atmospheric emissions. \Meinstock (1978) investigated the

effects of gravity u/aves on the density of minor atmospheric constituents, using the

relationship
p'" L-7H/H" p'

rd

pc L-7 p

where the subscript c refers to the minor constituent and the dashed values refer to

perturbations. He determined the relationship between density and temperature fl.uc-

tuations and perturbations in Oz a;îd OH airglow emission intensity. This requires

knowledge of the excitation mechanism and density profiles of the constituents so

that, for auroral emissions, calculations become somewhat more difficult, as the ex-

citation mechanisms are not well known and the emission height is variable. \Meinstock

concluded that temperature fluctuations provide a clearer, more reliable indication of

gravity-wave activity than brightness fluctuations, as the latter may become very smail

for large wave amplitudes and/or a thin oxygen layer. However, Hines and Tarasick
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(1937) derived a different relationship which does not support this preference for tem-

perature measurements as a means of monitoring gravity waves. Measurements of the

O.I/ emission made by Viereck and Deehr (1989) showed the ratio of relative intensity

perturbations to relative temperature perturbations was dependent on wave period.

For shorter period v¡aves, intensity and temperature fluctuations are of the order of

30% and 1-0% respectively, of the mean values; for longer period v/aves, the values are

50% and 10% respectively.

Observations of variability in atmospheric emissions are made commonly with pho-

tometers, or for higher spatial resolution, with imaging systems (Armstrong, 1982).

Both methods measure an intensity integrated through the emission layer so that no

height resolution within the layer is available. The horizontal component of wavelength

and phase velocity of a wave can be obtained from measurements made with multi-

field or scanning photometers. Using a four-freld photometer, Freund and Jacka (1979)

observed irregularities in the À558 nm emission drifting at velocities of 50-100 ms-1.

Gavrilov and Shved (1982) made observations of mid-Iatitude airglow at 49 points in

the sky. Their work illustrated the averaging of rvave parameter measurernents caused

by the finite thickness of the emission layer and atmospheric scattering of light. A

power spectrum taken from one night showed that as the zenith angle of observation

increased, the position of peaks in the power spectrum remained constant, but peak

heights decreased and the peak broadened.

Simultaneous observations of emissions from two or more heights have been used to

obtain information on vertical wave characteristics. Takahashi et al. (1985) carried out

meridional scans of -l/¿ D line and OH band emissions. They observed wavelike fea-

tures in both emissions which was interpreted as a poleward propagating v¡ave; similar

features observed only in the NaD emission were interpreted as sodium irregular-ities

moving with the wind. Takahashi et al., (1985) also made zenith observations of the O-I

À558 nm and ly'¿ D lines, and OH and Oz atmospheric bands. They measured wa\¡es

propagating through these adjacent emissions with vertical phase propagation speeds

of about 1.7 ms-1.
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Because of the large vertical separation of the À630 nm and À558 nm emission iay-

ers, observations of correlated intensity variations in these emissions are less common.

Misawa et al. (1984) investigated both emissions at mid-latitudes and found intensity

covariations on 8 out of 187 nights of observations. They attributed these occurrences

to intense auroral substorms using visual comparisons with magnetograms, Pi2 and AE

index records.

At higher latitudes, auroral activity complicates optical observations of gravity-wave

effects. Nevertheless, some observations have been made despite the presence of auroral

activity. Clairemidi et al. (1985) observed Ofl emissions at Sodankyla, Finland, lying

near the edge of the auroral oval, but observing southward, arvr/ay from the oval. They

photographed areas of the sky covering over 1 million km2, in which wavelike features

were visible. These often occurred at the same time as active aurorae in the north,

indicating a correlation between wave activity and particle precipitation. Myrabø et al.

(1987) measured intensity variations in OH(6 - 2) band and .ôy'ø D line emissions over

the polar cap. They found little correlation between \¡¡ave induced intensity variations

and indices of geomagnetic activity (Kp index, geomagnetic storm sudden commence-

ment, and boundary crossing of the interplanetary magnetic fi.eld).

Observations of gravity-wave activity in the oxygen À630 nm and À558 nm emissions

at high iatitude are lerss common. Ismail and Cogger (1982) and Mullen et al. (1977)

carried out studies of the À558 nm emission over the polar cap, but concentrated on the

diurnal and seasonal variations. This study is focussed on the short-term variations at

auroral latitudes.
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Chapter 3

The Three Field Photometer

3.1 Introduction

Many types of photometers, spectrometers and imaging systems have been used in

studies of airglow. Photographic imaging has been used extensively and gives high

spatial resolution and wide sky coverage. Clairemidi et al. (1985) used six cameras

covering an azimuthal range of.240" to observe a wave field with an area of over 1 mil-

lion km2. The temporal resolution available with photographic techniques is limited by

the exposure times required (typically 5-10 min) while the brightness of features ancl

sensitivity of photographic emulsions limit the spectral range of emissions which can

be recorded. The OIl bands in the infrared region of the spectrum have been observed

most commonly in photographic imaging (eg. Moreels and Herse, 1977). Armstrong

(1985) used an image intensifier and filters fitted to a camera, to record rrt/ave activit5'

in the O/ À558 nm emission. A significant disadvantage of photographic imaging is

that for detailed analysis the records must be digitised, which is time consuming and

inconvenient. Real-tirne testing and monitoring of observations is not straightforward.

These problems may be overcome by using electronic imaging detectors, but practical

low-iight detectors of this sort are relatively new and have not yet been used for optical

studies of gravity waves.

Alternatively, an instrument which cyclically samples sections of the sky may be used.
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Photometers fitted with interference filters to select the emission of interest and single

or multiple detectors, have been commonly used. If more than one emission is to be

studied, a filter wheel may be used to rotate different filters into the optical path, or

sqparate detectors and filters may be used for each emission. Filter bandwidths are

typically around 1.0 nm, but range from 0.3 to 5.0 nm (Forsyth and Wraight, 1987).

Tilting-frtter photometers are used to sample the continuum intensity near the emission

feature, or to obtain low resolution spectra. For example, Misawa and Takeuchi (1977)

measured diurnal variations in the intensity of the Or(0 - 1) band at )864.5 nm. The5'

used a filter with peak transmission at À869.5 nm, for normally incident light. By tilting

it through 15o they were able to shift the peak by np to 14.8 nm to record low-resolution

spectra of the emission band. These techniques have limitations, since the filter band-

width increases and the transmission decreases as the tilt angle increases. When better

resolution and control over the observed wavelength are required, grating spectrometers

or interferometers are used (as in OH rctational temperature measurements made by

Meriwether, 1979).

Horizontal dimensions and propagation velocities of airglow features can be determined

by sampling three or rnore regions of the sky. Multiple field and scanning photometers

have been used for this purpose. Meek and Manson (1983) used a single photometer

with an electronically-controlled mirror systern to scan 30 discrete, adjacent regions of

the sky. This method has the advantage of giving good spatial resolution over a large

area of sky (30 fields of diameter -2 km, located around a circle of diameter 16 km at

the emission height), but a compromise is made on the frequency of scans (one circular'

scan per rninute) and the shortest period which can be measured.

In the present study, a three-field photometer was used to measure variations in atmo-

spheric emission interrsity in three spaced regions of the sky. A rotating filter wheel

held filters which isolated the emissions of interest. Two filters lr¡ere selected to isolate

the atomic oxygen À630 nm and À558 nm emissions which occur at altitudes of approx-

imately 220 km and 120 km respectively. The ,nff auroral band emission at À428 nm

was also monitored to provide an indication of the energy flux of ionising particle pre-
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cipitation. Data logging and automatic operation of the photometer were controlled by

a Commodore Business Machines (CBM) microcomputer. The system was installed at

Mawson in 1981 and has been in operation from March to October in ail subsequent

years. It is similar to the photoneter described by Jacob (1985) which was used to

measure airglow intensity fluctuations near Adelaide, Australia. Figure 3.1 shows the

three-field photometer assembly. The major sections of the photometer system will be

discussed individually.

3.2 The Optical Systern

The three channels of the photometer share a common objective iens which is mounted

through the roof of the building. A glass window supported by a heated metal cylinder

separates moist laboratory air from cold air above, preventing condensation on the

objective lens. A telecentric lens is positioned below the objective lens (at a distance

equal to its own focal length). Below this, in the image plane, is a rotating filter wheel

with the facility for holding up to six interference filters. For this project, three of the

six filter positions were used, spaced at angles of 120o, holding two narrow bandpass

interference filters, of nominal peak wavelengths À630 nm and )558 nm, and a À450 nm

broad bandpass filter. The filter mounting aliows adjustment of the tilt angle during

calibration, but this remains fixed during observation. The filter wheel is motor driven

and rotates in 120' steps, to position the filters cyclically over each field. Filter selection

and observing times are software controllable. Directly below the filter wheel is an

isolation shutter which protects the photomultipliers from excessive light. This may be

operated manuaily, but in normal automatic mode is controlled by computer, with an

additional photodiode sensing and protection circuit. Further protection is provided

by a lockout timer which limits observing hours to nighttime. Below the shutter are

collimating lenses for each field which direct light onto photomultiplier detectors of

type EMI 96588 with S20 photocathodes. They are housed in a thermally insulated

cooling chamber, separated from the rvvarm optical system above by double windows.
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The chamber coolant is circulated through an outside radiator so that the operating

temperature of the photomultiplier tubes is close to external ambient temperatules

(ie. typically -15" C). The complete instrument, including electronics, is enclosed in a

light-tight metal casing with removable panels.

The size and position of the three observing fields at the emission height can be deter-

mined by tracing the optical path of light through the system, as shown for one field

in figure 3.1. Parallel rays enter the objective lens, which forms the entrance pupil of

the system. The emergent cone of light is focussed by the telecentric lens, such tirat its

axis is parallel to the main optical axis. The filters are located in this image plane of

the sky, and form the field stops for each field. After passing through the filters, the

divergent beam is collimated onto the photocathode of the detector, which is the exit

pupil. Referring to figure 3.2, the off zenith angle to the centre of each field stop is

given by

(3.1)

where r : distance between centre of the field stop and the optical axis : 67 mn

I - focal length of the telecentric lens : 818 mm

The distance from the centre of the field to the optical axis at the emission height tr,

is .R : LtanO. The separation of the fields is then,

^9
2L tanO cos 30o (3 2)

31.2 km at 220 km altitude

17.0 km at 720 km altitude

tan o:;:tan4.68"

The diameter of the field stops, d : 48 mm, determines the field of view,

e:21.,"t,,. (*#)- o] : e ll. (3.3)

The diameter of the fields at the emission height is then

D 12.9 km at 220 km altitude

7.0 km at L20 km altitude

The orientation of the fields in the sky is shorvn in figure 3.2.
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3.3 Electronics and Control Systern

The operation of the photometer is controlled by microcomputer. Start and stop times

are entered before each observation run; the startup and shutdown procedure is com-

puter initiated. During operation, the computer records data, controls filter rotation,

and continuously checks photometer status. Timing is provided by the computer's in-

ternal clock. A block diagram of the photometer electronics and control system is shown

in figure 3.3. The computer uses an 8 bit word transmitted serially to the photometer

to control switching of photomultiplier EHTs, opening and closing of the shutter, and

filter wheel positioning. These controls may be manually overridden using front panel

switches. Photometer status is returned serially as two 8 bit words, containing the

binary coded filter wheel position, shutter position (open/closed), light conditions from

the photodiode detector (high/low), and scaling factors corresponding to each filter.

The observing sequence is controlled with one BASIC control program. During 1987

the photometer was configured to observe at three wavelengths by cyclically positioning

the filters over each of the three fields. Aquisition time at each position was 3.7 s and

travel time between positions was 2.3 s; the time for a 360o rotation cycle was then

18.0 s. Thus the data interval for the time series for each wavelength at each field was

18.0 s, so that it was possible to measure \Mave periods of less than 1 min. This is well

below the shortest period expected for gravity'waves.

Data is recorded as the number of pulses from the photomultiplier detectors. Pulses

are standardised by amplifier-discriminators connected to the anode of each detector.

During high auroral activity, pulse count rates of up to 6000 kHz are possible, that is, a

total count of 20 000x 1O3counts per acquisition time. Since the counting circuitry uses

16 bit counters (65x103counts), it is necessary first to prescale counts. Scale factors

of. 25 to 2r7 are manually selected using front panel switches. Scaled counts and scaie

factors for each filter are logged by computer onto floppy disk. Data from each night

are stored in individual files. These are structured such that each file can contains a

maximum of 1016 records. Each record in the file contains two rotation cycles, and one
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rotation cycle produces I counts and scale factors, one for each filter over each field.

In 1-987, when one rotation cycle required 18 s, the maximum observation length was

then 10.2 h.

3.4 Filters

3.4.1 Filter characteristics

Narrow bandpass interference filters were used to select specific atmospheric emissions.

An interference filter is essentially a Fabry-Perot etalon, with a solid dielectric spacer.

Texts such as Born and \Molf (1970) describe the theory of an ideal Fabry-Perot elaton;

the following discussion is based on that of Jacka (1984). Consider two plane parallel

plates, of which the inner surfaces are coated with reflective films. Light entering

the enclosed air space undergoes multiple reflections, with some transmission at each

reflection. Successive transmitted wavefronts emerge with a phase difference of 2trm,

where rn is the order of interference, given by

+ ^ó (3.4)
2tr

where refractive index of spacer medium

geometric separation of reflecting surfaces

angle of incidence of rays betrveen etalon plates

vacuum wavelength

phase change upon reflection at each plate surface,

which is a function of À and t

Equivalently,
Àrn; - t" (3.5)

where t. : ¡tt cos 0 + 
^/Þ 

is the effective thickness of the etalon spacer. Maximum

transmission is achieved when m : Ir2r3... ie. complete constructive interference, and

À*t:pt ecos

p

t

0

)

ó
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9.=0.27
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û=0'87

Phase difference

Figure 3.4. The ratio of transmitted to incident intensity as a function of phase

difference, 2rm over two consecutive maxima, for a range of reflectances (adapted

from Born and Wolf, 1970).

minimum transmission occurs when n'r: +rl.-. ie. destructive interference. The ratio

of transmitted to incident intensity as a function of rn, is given by the Airy function

if t 7r

A(*) : T2

Q-n¡z +4Rsin2(rrrn)
(3 6)

R : reflectance of the plate surfaces

T : transmittance of the plate surfaces

N L - R for small absorption and scattering

The ratio of transmitted to incident intensitS as a function of phase difference, 2trm,

is illustrated in figure 3.4 showing two maxima corresponding to integral rn and rn * 7,

for a range of reflectances.

An interference filter is a Fabry-Perot etalon in which the spacer is a solid dielec-

tric rather than air. Reflective coatings, in the form of metal films or multiple layers

of dielectric material with alternating high and low refractive index, are deposited

on the optically flat spacer surfaces. For dielectric coatings, maximum reflectivity is

achieved when the optical thickness of each layer is à, fo. which ó : 0. Therefore

for normally incident light, maximum transmission occurs at wavelengths À- where

rn),^f2 : þt, rrt :7,2r-. If. the optical thickness ¡lú is iarge, many maxima corre-

sponding to a range of nz are formed in the visible spectra. If the optical thickness is
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Figure 3.5. Change in filter characteristics with tilt angle 0t , for a narrow band-
width filter (l-486.5 nm, bandwidth - 0.31 nm). As the tilt angle increases, the
wavelength of peak transmission decreases, the transmitbed intensity decreases, and

the bandwidth increases (from Eather and Reasoner, 1969).

of the order of one wavelength, the maxima are \Midely separated in wavelength, and

extraneous maxima can be suppressed using absorption filters"

Filter characteristics are variable; peak transmission is typically 30-80% of normally-

incident intensity and bandwidths range from 3 to 50 Å. tft" transmission character-

istics change as the filter is tilted. The shift in peak wavelength for a tilt angle of á/ is

obtained using equation (3.4) and Snell's law p,"sind: sin9', where ¡r, is the effective

refractive index from air to the spacer medium. The shift in peak wavelength is then

^(0')ì(0)
20, (3.7)

Therefore the shift is towards shorter wavelengths, and the relative shift is less for

materials of high refractive index. The changes in transmission characteristics are

illustrated in figure 3.5.

Using a filter in convergent or divergent, rather than collimated light has a similar effect

on filter characteristics. The shift in wavelength of peak transmission for convergent

rays is approximately half that of tilted collimated rays

ie. ó )(convergent beam, semiangle d') È ] a ,llo.tallel beam iilted at angle á')

Bandwidth is increased and transmission is reduced. Beam convergence effects become

significant when 0t > 5o. Filters in this experiment were used in a convergent beam

of semiangLe 0t - arctan(Dlzl) - 5.1o, which'was accounted for in the original filter

specifi.cation.
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3.4.2 Filter calibration techniques and results

Transmission characteristics were determined with the filters in place in the instrument,

as for normal observing. The equipment was set up as follows. The objective lens was

completely covered and a light source introduced above one field via an optical fibre

bundle (figure 3.1). The source was either white light or a neon, mercury or krypton

spectral lamp, observed through a SiroSpec grating monochromator. A small coupling

was used to spread the optical fibres over the exit slit of the monochromater. After

passing through a light tight hole in the wall of the casing, the fibres terminated around

the focal point of a lens in the light source carrier. The surface of this was depolished,

so that light from the carrier was diffuse and collimated - a close approximation to an

airglow source in the sky. The light source carrierwas mounted over field 1, without

hindering rotation of the filter wheel, so that any filter position could be used. Count

rates from the detectors were monitored on a variable range analogue ratemeter and

plotted on a chart recorder.

Each filter was calibrated by compa,ring its wavelength of peak transmission with spec-

tral lines from a reference source having emission lines in the appropriate wavelength

region. The calibration was done in a single scan of the monochromator. Scanning

started at a wavelength below the reference line of shortest wavelength, with the spec-

tral lamp illuminating the monochromator entrance slit, and no filter over field 1. After

a.ll reference lines below the filter bandpass had been traced out on the chart recording,

the spectral lamp was replaced by a white light lamp, and the fiiter to be calibratecl

'was moved over field 1. The filter envelope was traced out, and the original setup

with the spectral lamp and no filter was returned to trace out the remaining longer

wavelength reference lines. Scanning of the monochromator was uninterrupted during

both changeovers. An alternative technique would be to take a separate scan of the

reference lines, use this to calibrate the monochromator, and then take a scan of the

filter profile. The first technique u'as deemed more reliable as it reduces the possibility

of mechanical differences in the monochromator between scans of the reference lines

and filter profile.
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%TransmissionBandwidth
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wavelength (nm)

Nominal peak

wavelength (nm)

Scan

Table 3.1. Results of filter calibrations to determine wavelength of peak transmis-
sion, bandwidth. and transmitted intensity.

After obtaining a chart recording of the calibration run, filter parameters were calcu-

lated by marking the chart position of all reference peaks on an arbitrary scale. Linear

regression analysis was applied to these positions and their corresponding wavelengths

to obtain an expression for chart position in terms of wavelength. The peak wavelength

and bandwidth of the filter envelope were then calculated from the (now calibrated)

trace. The peak wavelength is the wavelength at which transmission is a maximum, ancl

the bandwidth is the full width at half the peak height. The relative transmission of

the filters was measured in selected scans. The 100% transmission level was established

by including in the trace just before the filter envelope, a small section in which white

light was transmitted with no filter. For calibration of the 1450 nm broadband filter,

white light was used and the 0.2 nm markers of the monochromator were of sufficient

accuracy to locate the peak position and width of the filter envelope.

Table 3.1 shows the results of the calibration scans. Reference lines used from each of

the spectral lamps were:

Neon : 626.6,633.4, 038.8, 640.2 nm

Mercury : 546.1, 577.0,529.0 nm

Krypton : 549.1, 550.1, 552.0, b6b.0, 567.25, b83.8, 588.0 nm
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Scans 7r 2, and 5 were carried out during January 1987, before the start of the yeai's

observations. Scans 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 were carried out in January 1988. The state

of the filters at the beginning of 1987, as determined by the calibration tests, was

adequate for the experiment and no changes \ry'ere necessary. Over the following year,

the 1630 nm filter characteristics showed good consistency but the À558 nm filter

drifted in peak wavelength by 0.4 nm to a shorter wavelength. However, since the drift

was towards the emission wavelength (at 
^557.7 

nm) and the bandwidth of the filter

is relatively large, the small drift of the À558 nrn filter was considered insignificant.

The drift could have been due to the effects of temperature changes or ageing. The

temperature shift coeffi.cient varies with the peak wavelength of the filter; according

to the manufacturer's specifications, it may vary from .015 to .040 nm oC-1. For this

project, the operating temperature of the filters normally changed by less than 5o, so

that temperature fluctuations would have only a small effect. Alternatively, filters rnay

drift in wavelength o'u'er a time scale of years, if there are flaws in the edge seal which

allow moisture penetration and hydration of the crystal lattice, and h.ence a change in

filter characteristics.
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Chapter 4

Data Analysis

4.1 Introduction

Photometer datahove þssn recorded routinely since 1982; during 1987 datawe@ collected

by the author andar¿ used as examples in the following discussion. Records from each

emission were plotted. Most records of the À630 nm and À558 nm emissions showed

qualitative correlation with the auroral -1y'2+ emission, since the oxygen emissions are

excited during auroral activity through va¡ious direct and indirect mechanisms (Gat-

tinger et al., 1985; Rees and Roble, 1986; Solomon et al., 1938). However, the relative

importance of the proposed mechanisms has not been conclusively determined, and a

quantitative estimate of the auroral contribution rvvas not possible. Instead the records

were inspected for sudden, intense auroral activity which produced non-stationary data,

unsuitable for further analysis. Nights which were dominated by such activity were re-

jected. This amounted to only about 20% of the records since the auroral activity in

1987 was relatively low, being close to the solar-cycle minimum.

Regular long-period fluctuation (>15 min) in the remaining data were tentatively inter-

preted as the result of gravity waves propagating through the aurorally and chemically

excited ì630 nm and )558 nm emission regions. Periodic variations in the spatial or

temporal distribution of particle precipitation may sometimes produce structure in the

quiet aurora which could be misinterpreted as gravity-wave activity. Horvever, these
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are not signifi.cant in the statistical analysis. The structure of pulsating auroral patches

and drifting arc fragments is too short-lived and irregular to produce wavelike effects

(Nakumara and Oguti, 1987).

A propagating wave induces a pattern of maxima and minima in the emission inten-

sity which moves with the wavefronts. Therefore intensity observations measure the

progression of phase fronts rather than velocity of energy propagation; these may be

directed up to 90o apart in the (r,r) plane, but their projections onto the horizontal

plane are coincident (Hines, 1960). The intensity records produced by the pattern of

wavefronts propagating across the three fields of the photometerwere decomposed into

their Fourier components and the horizontal velocity of each frequency component rvas

determined using cross-spectral analysis. Programs were developed by the author to

carry out initial preparation and cross-spectral analysis of 1987 data.

4.2 Data preparation

Occasional spurious spikes were observed in the data, most likely caused by electrical

interference in the photomultipliers or electronics. These were removed by interpolation

between adjacent points. Each time series was then normalised by dividing by the mean

of the series, to aliow for the different gains of the three detectors. The mean of each

series (equal to 1 after normalisation) was subtracted to remove the zero frequency,

or DC component, of the spectra. A small proportion of records contained regular

or irregular trends in the data, possibly due to moonlight, twilight, variations in the

intensity of diffuse particle precipitation, or the passage of cloud over the field of view.

Twilight effects were removed by truncating the record. Simple techniques were tested

for removing trends or low frequency components from the data, in order to improve

stationarity. A low order polynomial was fitted and subtracted from the data, but

this method was found to be unreliable, as it introduced new frequency components

in cases where a good fit was difficult. Another method was tried, using a first order
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difference filter, yl: y¿ - U¿-t,t which is effectively a high-pass filter (Båth, 7974, p260).

This was also found to be unsuitable as the raw data contained high-frequency auroral

'noise' which dominated the spectrum after differencing. The difference filter is more

commonly used as a'prewhitening'technique for reducing spectral leakage (Båth, 7974).

Since no simple detrending method was found suitable, none was included in the data

preparation. Trends in the data reduce the relative amplitude of higher frequency

components, but do not change their position or phase. Therefore the presence of a

trend may affect whether a frequency component is selected for analysis, but not the

results of the analysis.

Next, the effect of using finite length data was considered. Each record can be regarded

as an infinite record rnultiplied by a rectangular window of unit amplitude inside the

data interval and zero amplitude outside the data interval. The Fourier transform of

the record is therefore the convolution of the true spectrum (of the infinite record) and

the window spectrum. The effects of this windowing are to smooth the true spectrum.

and to cause spectral leakage of low frequency energy through the side lobes of the

window spectrum. Smoothing the sharp edges of the rectangular window reduces the

side lobes of the spectrum, and hence leakage (figure 4.1). A cosine taper was applied

to the first and last 10% of data in each record for this purpose.

The Fourier transform of each record was calculated using a standard fast Fourier'

transform (Singleton, 1969). Because of the rotation time of the filter wheel, the ob-

servations at each wavelength, in any one of the three fields, were delayed with respect

to the previous field by a time factor of Ltf3, where Af is the sampling interval. The

delay was incorporated by multiplying the Fourier transform by the appropriate phase

factor given by the shift theorem (eg. Bracewell, 1973). Power spectra were calculatecl

for the nine time series of each day.
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Figure 4.L. Ãn example of the reduction in spectral leakage obtained by choosing

an appropriate data window (adapted from Bendat and Piersol, 1971) .

(a) rectangular window and its Fourier transform
(b) cosine tapered window and its Fourier transform.

4.3 Cross-spectral analysis

The correlation between two continuous finite-length time series x",(t) and z,(t) as a

function of time lag r, can be examined in the time domain through the cross-covariance

function defined (for record iength ?) as

1 ¡T-¡ccf(r) : ,= J" r^(t) x*(t¡r¡ dt (4.1)

To investigate the correlation between time series as a function of frequency, cross-

spectral analysis is used. The technique is described in Bendat and Piersol (1971,

p333) and Jenkins and Watts (1969, p363). The Fourier transform of the continuous

finite record r-(ú) is

X*(f) : Io' ,*(r) "-i2rit ¿¡ Ø.2)

and the inverse Fourier transform is

l* **(r) ei2"Ít d¡ (4 3)r^(t) :
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Using equation (4.3), the shift theorem, and assuming r is small, equation (4.1) rnay

be written as

ccf(r) :

.i2nÍr x"(f) x*eÐ df

x;(f) x"U) e¿"nJ" df (4.4)

since X*(-f) : XhU) for the Fourier transform of a real function. Therefore the

function G*"(f) : XhG)X"(f) lf is the Fourier transform of the cross-covariance

function. G^"U) is called the cross-po\Mer spectrum; it may be split into its real part

(cospectrum) and imaginary part (quadrature spectrum).

G*"(f) xhu) x"(f) lr c,""(f) - i 9,""(f)

1

r
1

r
1

T
1

r

1",

t:
Ë

t:

,^(t) (/_ "i2rÍr x*(f).'"r' d,f ) dt

.i2trÍr x*(f) ( I"' r*(t) ""*r' di) df

(4.5)

(4.7)

(4 e)

(4.10)

By writing X*U) : o,"(Ï) - ib,"(f), and substituting into equation (4.5) it can be

shown that the cospectrum,

C^^(f) : l"^U) d*U) + b*(f) b.(f)l /T (4 6)

and the quadrature spectrum,

Q^*U) : l"^U) b"U) - ú"(f) b^U)l lr
Alternatively, by writing X*(f) : lX, (Ðleiø*(Í) and substituting into equation (4.5),

the cross power spectrum can be written in complex polar form,

G","U) : lx^ff)llx"U)leilo'(/)-o-(J)l : A*,(f) e-ia-.(Í) (4.S)

where the cross amplitude spectrum A**(f), is

A*.U): lx_(/)llx"(/)l : lc:"(f) + Q:"u)li

and the phase spectrum, Õ,,"(/), is

a,,^U) : ouÏ) - arÎ): arctan (ffi)
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The cross-amplitude spectrum measures the combined power of both records as a

function of frequency. The phase spectrum measnres the phase difference between

the records as a function of frequency; with the definition given in equation (4.10),

ø*.(f) ) 0 when record rn leads record n.

A quantity used in estimation of uncertainties of the spectral parameters is the squared

coherency spectrum, K:"(f)., defined as

A:"U)
(4.11)

G,"*U) G^"(f)

It is a measure of the correlation between the two time series which is independent

of the scale of measurement of ,",(t) and r"(ú) (unlike A^"U)). It is analogous to

the correlation coeffi.cient in cross-correlation analysis. The discussion above refers to

analysis of stochastic time series using a Fourier transform approach, which necessar-

ily implies a finite record length. In this case, raw estimates of spectral parameters

are made wit]nu:2 degrees of freedom, and the estimateof. Kj*(/) it equal to 1, re-

gardless of the magnitude of the correlation between the two time series. In the closs

correlation analogy, a perfect correlation can always be obtained for any two pairs of

points [r-(¿r),n"(úr)] andlr^(t2),*"(t")l (Bendat and Piersol, 1971, p195). Therefore,

the cross spectrum must always be smoothed over some frequency interval, but at the

expense of resolution in the estimate.

4.4 Estirnates of horizontal phase trace speed and propagation azirnuth

Cross spectral analysis was applied to the time series from the three fields of the pho-

tometer, taking pairs of fields cyclically. Spectral estimates were obtained at discrete

frequency intervals, l;: fi, i : I..T, giving a frequency resolution of f , where ? is

the data length and -ô/ is the nurnber of data points. The estimates of co-spectrum

and quadrature spectrum lvere smoothed over three frequency components, and the

smoothed estimates used to calculate the cross amplitude and phase spectra. From the

K:"(f)
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smoothed phase spectrum, the time difference between two fields is given by

r^*(r;) : *:;rf:, e.r2)

where the overbar denotes the smoothed estimate. The speed with which a wavefront

appears to move from field m to n is the apparent speed, given by

u*,(f¿): -j-- : !"ris., (4.18),","(f¿) Q*"(f;)

where ,9 is the separation of the fields at the height of observation. This definition of

apparents speeds is illustrated in figure 4.2a. For a wavefront travelling with velocity v

as shown, u23 and u31 âr€ positive but u12 is negative. The velocity of the wavefront in

the horizontal plane is represented by the perpendicular from the origin to the line of

best fit through the end points of the vectors constructed from the 3 apparent speeds

(figure 4.2b). This is the horizontal phase trace velocity. If. y : a * br is the line of

best fit, the horizontal trace velocity of the wavefront is given by

v U( o) #, arctan(-ó) (4.t4)

u is the horizontal phase trace speed and 0 is the azimuth of phase progression (or

equivalently, of energy propagation as discussed in section 2.2.3).

Horizontal trace speed and propagation azimuth were calculated for periodicities which

contained significant pov¡er in all three fields, that is, greater than 10% of the maximum

in the given spectrum (usually found in the fundamental component). The selected

periodicities were also required to have a mean coherence over the three fields of greater

than 0.8. Further points were rejected if the observed parameters did not con-
form to the dispersion relation for gravity waves ie. k2, was calculated to be

less than 0; this eliminated points for which ,p*r. and u-rrcco<u-ro

4.5 lJncertainty in speed and azirnuth estirnates

The estimates of speed and azimuth are subject to uncertainties which arise because

of the limitations of the measurement and analysis techniques. Firstly, each intensity

measurement is finite and hence subject to statistical uncertainty; this is relatively small
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(a) Three apparent speeds of a wavefront travelling in the direction indicated by v;
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because of the high corrnts level. Secondly, the finite data length restricts the resolution

with which the period of waves can be estimated. As a result, the analysis produces

an unavoidable error by attempting to describe with discrete frequency components,

functions composed of a continuous range of frequencies. Data simulations were used

to investigate these forms of error, and were compared with uncertainties derived from

an analytical expression.

4.5.7 Estimation of uncertainties using data simulations

Initially, simulated data were used to test the complete analysis routine. Three time

series \¡/ere generated by adding a number of sinusoidal waveforms of specified period,

speed, and azimuth of propagation. Relative phase shifts between the three series were

determined from the speed and azimuth of each wave. Noise was added using random

numbers from a uniform distribution, to simulate irreguiar fluctuations - different in

each field - caused, for example, by localised particle precipitation. This time-series

simulation does not completely represent real data, since gravity waves occur in groups

extending over a frequency range, rather than as single monochromatic waves. However

the simulation allows testing of the errors introduced by the analysis procedure.

Estimated spectra have a frequency resolution of I where ? is the data length. Ini-

tially, simulated v/aves were chosen with periods correspon.ding exactly to frequency

components, å, i : I..#, of the estimated spectra. The differences between the speeds

and azimuths used in constructing the simulations, and the estimates produced by the

analysis, were evaluated as percentage errors. The accuracy of estimates varied from

[Yo to 20% depending on the speed and wavelength relative to the field spacing. Typ-

ically, the speed estimates were within 70To of the specified speed, and the estimates

of propagation azimuth were correct to 5o. When simulated wave periods fell between

frequency components of the estimated spectra, the error increased slightly, sometimes

significantly at low frequencies. For example, from a data length of 480 min, spectral

estimates occur at frequencies corresponding to periods of 480, 240, 160,120, 96 min
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etc. In an extrerne case, the error in the speed estimate increased ftorn gVo to 33To

when the wave period was changed from 96 min to 105 min. The error in the azimuth

estimate remained constant at 4". These figures are merely illustrative, as the error is

strongly dependent ol). rr\¡ave parameters and the presence of other rr¡/aves. In general,

propagation azimuths rv\¡ere estimated more accurately than trace speeds.

A further problem (mentioned briefly in Hines, 7974) occurs if two v/aves of similar

frequencies, but different propagation directions, are recorded in the data - the analysis

is unable to identify the waves separately. Results of simulations indicate that if the

wave directions are separated by less than about 90" the analysis produces an interme-

diate speed and azimuth value. Widely separated'wave directions produce meaningless

results. It is unlikely that the current data is seriously affected by this problem, as

analyses of individual nights show azimuths generally confined to within approximately

90o over a range of frequencies. This behaviour would be expected for waves generated

by sources within the auroral electrojet, which occur over a limited range of bearings

from Mawson.

4.5.2 Analytical estimation of uncertainties

An analytical expression for the uncertainty in speed and azimuth estimates can be ob-

tained by tracing the propagation of uncertainties through the analysis procedure. For

example, Freund and Jacka (1979) determined the drift velocity of patterns in airglor,r'

using cross-correlation analysis between four observing fields. The mean uncertainty in

the drift speed u, \ry'as estimated by assuming the total signal in field rn \'\¡as a sinusoidal

variation of period ? and with time shift ú-, superimposed on a mearì. signal I/0. The

apparent velocity betx'een two fields urnn, is a function of. t^ - úr,. Therefore, using the

expression for variance 02, of a multivariate function h(q..r¡,¡) (from Bevington, 1969,

p60)

o'(h) : Ë fg)' o'(*n) (4.1b)
"? \0", ) "
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and assuming a Poisson distribution in the noise of the signal, Freund and Jacka (1979)

derived an expression for o'(r*n), a¡rd hence ot(u), in terms of 
^Io 

and ?.

Describing the uncertainties in cross spectral estimates requires a rather more sophis-

ticated approach since the technique estimates spectrally separated parameters rather

than drift parameters of the pattern as a whole. Jenkins and Watts (1969, p379) discuss

the derivation of error estimates for cross-spectral parameters. The mean square error

of an estimate is made up of the variance term which describes the random portion of

the error, and the square of the bias term which describes the systematic portion of

the error. The variance of the cross-spectrum estimate is suppressed by using a large

smoothing bandwidth, but the bias error is reduced with a small bandwidth; the min-

imum uncertainty is obtained at a compromise in the choice of smoothing bandwidth.

For the analysis described in section 4.3, a relatively small smoothing interval was used

to maintain good spectral resolution, so that the largest error is expected to occur in

the variance.

An expression for the variance of the smoothed phase-spectrum estimate is given by

Jenkins and \Matts (1969, p379) as,

o,(Q,-^) = :(;Ã-') Ø.16)

where z is the number of degrees of freedom in the estimate; y is twice the number of

frequency components used in the smoothing. The frequency dependence is omitted

for clarity. An expression for the variance of the apparent speed estimate is obtainecl

by using equation (4.15) on (4.13) to give

o"('',"n)
,?nn

o'(Q^,)
öt2'mn

(4.17)

(4.i8)

When obtaining a iine of best frt, A - a { br, through the vectors constructed from the

three apparent speeds, they are weighted according to their standard deviations (from

equation 4.77). A linear regression routine from Bevington (1969, p10 ) was used. The

variances in a and ó are then

È *Ð#02@)
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o'(b)

where

ri¡ U¿ : components of the vectors constructed from the apparent speeds

oi : o(u^n), the standard deviation in the apparent speed estimates

Expressions for the uncertainty in the trace speed and azimuth are obtained using

equation (4.15) with (4.14),

o'(u)

È *P-._+

1 ^. b2

þ o2(a) + @Tú 
o'(b) (4.1e)

u2

o'(0) cosa o o'(b)

Equations (4.16), (4.LT), (4.18), and (4.19) were evaluated in that order to obtain

an estimate of the uncertainty in the horizontal phase trace speed and propagation

azimuth.

These expressions were evaluated for the simulations described in section 4.5.1. The

estimated uncertainties were generally in agreement with the errors in the analysis

results. Thus the analytical expression provides a good estimate of the uncertainty

for simulated data where the coherency is consistentiy high. The uncertainty estimate

may be less reliable rvhen using real data, for the following reason. The uncertaintl'

in the phase spectrum estimate (equation 4.16) is very sensitive to the value of. Kl,.

Jenkins and Watts (1969) used the theoretical value of Kl* but since this is unknown,

the estimated value (equation 4.11) is used. The estimated coherency is also subject to

uncertainty, especialll'fot small smoothing intervals, and more variable for real data.

Therefore spurious uncertainty estirnates are possible.

Uncertainties were estimated for all results produced by the analysis, for both emis-

sions. Figures 4.3a and 4.3b show the distributions of percentage uncertainties in the

estimated trace speeds, and figures 4.3c and 4.3d show the distribution of uncertainties
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in the propagation azimuths in degrees. The median uncertainties in speed estimates

are around 4OTo and2íTofor \\¡aves in the À630 nm and À558 nm emissiou-s, respectively.

The estimated uncertainties are not low, but adequate for their purpose in interpre-

tation of the results - the main focus of discussion is on the propagation azimuths.

The estimated uncertainties in propagation azimuths were less than about 15o for the

majority of waves in both emissions.

4.5.3 The effect of auroral noise

Further uncertainty in the results may arise from a completely different source. Bursts

of auroral activity, being impulsive, contain a range of frequency components, possibly

including those of interest in the gravity wave range. Thus spurious high poweï may

contarninate some frequency components. Although data with excessive activity of this

sort is rejected, the majority of records contain some auroral activity. In these records,

t--
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the distinction between sporadic auroral activity and wave-induced fluctuations is not

well defined, so no attempt was made to remove this contamination or to quantify

the uncertainty. It is expected that the analysis rejects most results produced from

auroral activity because of lack of coherence between all fields, or because of high

speed estimates resulting from simultaneous signals in all fields.

l
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Chapter 5

Results:'W'ave Characteristics

Data'were recorded during the autumn, winter and spring months of March to October.

During 1987, data were collected on a total of. L29 nights, on which cloud coverwas

less than J. The hours of observation were between evening and morning trn'ilight;

around midwinter this was typically 15 to 01 UT (for reference, 00 UT : 04.2 I-:T,

local time, and 00 UT : 01.7 MLT, magnetic local time). Ar example of the À630 nm

intensity variations as measured in the three fields is shown in figure 5.1; for this figure,

data were prefiltered to remove frequencies higher than the Brunt-Våisälä frequenc5'

(ro = 12 min at 220 km). The records show evidence of wavelike perturbations, with

significant correlation between the fields.

An example of the rav/ po'ü/er spectra obtained from the unfiltered data is shorvn in

figure 5.2. Power is in arbitrary units of intensity2 Hz-t, rvhere intensity is proportional

to the number of counts. A number of maxima are visible in the 15 to 180 min periocl

range.
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have been prefiltered to remove frequencies higher than the Brunt-Väisälä frequency.
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Figure 5.2. Raw power spectrum obtained from one field of the 1630 nm data shown
in figure 5.1, before filtering.
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5.1 Period, speed and azirnuth distributions for 1987

Cross spectral analysis of the À630 nm and )558 nm data yielded perturbations with

periods ranging from 5 min to 4 h, limited by the Brunt-Väisälä period and the length

of the data set. However, few perturbations of periods less than about 20 min contained

significant po\Mer. Distributions of wave parameters were evaluated for perturbations

selected by the analysis. Figure 5.3 shows, for both emissions, the relative frequency

distributions of wave period, horizontal phase trace speed, and propagation azimuth.

These show observed rather than intrinsic pararneters, as no concurrent measurement

of the mean wind was made. The following points are made about the distributions for

the )630 nm emission:

1. The majority of waves fall in the period range 30 min to 3 h

2. Trace speeds are asymmetrically distributed around a median of about 300 ms-1.

Around 20Toof.points produced by the analysis have high speed values (>700 -"-t),
but since they were required to satisfy the dispersion relation, those with speeds

greater than the speed of sound (-6gO ms-l at the À630 nm emission height)

were rejected.

3. The direction of propagation of the v¡aves is highly polarised, the predominant

direction being around geographic northwest.

The main features of the À558 nm distributions are

1. The overall number of waves is greater than that of the À630 nm emission, and the

typical period is shorter; around 75To of waves are in the period range 10-90 min.

2. Hoñzontai trace speeds are fairly smoothly (but asymmetrically) distributed

around a lower median value of 100-150 ms-l with a cutoff at -330 ms-1, the

speed of sound at the À558 nm emission height.

3. The direction of propagation of the waves is again highly polarised, the predom-

inant direction here being around geographic east-northeast.
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son 1987 data. (a) Waves in the À630 nm emission. (b) Waves in the À558 nm
emission. The total number of points in each data set is shown in the bottom right

The period and trace speed distributions of the waves in the À630 nm emission suggest

that most fall into the class of large-scale (LS) waves, and those in the )558 nm emission

fall into the class of medium-scale (MS) waves, as characterised by Georges (1968).

Short-period (MS) waves are more easily generated than long-period (LS) waves, and

hence are more numerous (Francis, 1975). The reduction in short-period low-speed

waves in the )630 nm distributions as compared with the À558 nm distributions is

consistent with dissipation due to molecular viscosity, thermal conduction, and ion

drag, which increases significantly in the F region (figure 2.4). Since the À630 nm

emission is located further from a presumed source region in the auroral electrojet,

dissipation effects are more pronounced. It will be shown in the following section that

the period and speed distributions of ïvaves in both emissions in 1987, are typical for

the years 1982 to 1989, but that the azimuth distribution of waves in the )558 nm

emission is not. The change in azimuth distributions is investigated further in the

following chapter.

As pointed out in section 2.2.3, the trace speed determined from the analysis describes

the horizontal motion of the wavefront. The phase speed and wavelength in the (*, ")
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plane were examined. The vertical wave number was calculated using the dispersion

equation (2.22), and the phase speed lvnl, and wavelength À, were derived from equa-

tions (2.15) and (2.I7). Figure 5.4 shows the relative frequency distribution of phase

speeds and wavelengths obtained from the data in figure 5.3. The phase speed distribu-

tions are more closely clustered about zero than the trace speed distributions. This is

the result of the predominantly vertical phase progression of low frequency waves; even

low-phase-speed waves will be observed with relatively high horizontal trace speeds.

The wavelength distributions range from about 100 to 1000 km and 10 to 200 km for

the waves in the )630 nm and À558 nm emissions, respectively. This supports the

classification of waves in the )630 nm and À558 nm emissions as predominantly LS and

MS waves, respectively.

5.2 Comparison of wave scales with other observations

The periods and horizontal trace speed calculated from the 1987 observations were

compared with others reported in the literature (a comparison of propagation azimuths

is presented later in this chapter).

t_-
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A number of F-region TID observations were collated by the author and presented

with the Mawson À630 nm data (frgure 5.5). Figure 5.5a shows horizontal wavelength

against observed period, and figure 5.5b shows horizontal phase (trace) speed against

period. The Mawson data show a spread of valrres similar to that of the collated data,

with a tendency towards larger periods and scales. This may be due in part to the

bias of the observing technique. The integrated intensity of the emission layer is the

measured parameter, so that the relative amplitude of fluctuations produced by waves

with a vertical wavelength of less than the half-width of the emission layer, will be

much reduced. The half-width of the À630 nm emission layer is approximately 20 to

40 km; if this defines the minimum observed vertical wavelength, the corresponding

minimum horizontal wavelength (according to the dispersion equation) for a period of,

say, 100 min is about 170 to 300 km. This is approximately the lower limit of the range

of observed horizontal wavelengths (figure 5.5a).

The )558 nm results \Mere superimposed on measurements from the 60-110 km height

region, collated by Reid (1986) (figure 5.6). The Mawson 1987 data cover a range of

values similar to those observed with a number of optical techniques, eg. OH airglow

observations (Krassovsky et al., 7977), OI 
^558 

nm airglow observations (Gavrilov

and Shved,7982; Gavrilov et al, 1978), and combined OH infrared and OI À558 nm

airglow studies (Armstrong, 1982). There is some overiap with the radar observations

of Manson et al. (1985), Meek et al. (1935), and Vincent (1984).

5.3 The dispersion diagrarn

The relationship betu'een period and horizontal and vertical wave numbers is illus-

trated in the dispersion diagrams of figure 5.7, which also show the theoreticai limits

on gravity wave modes. The instrument limit defines'waves which have a horizontal

wavelength less than twice the spacing of the fields at the observing height. The dis-

sipation and reflection limits were discussed in sections 2-3.2 ar'd 2.3.3. The reflection

region was estimated to be at approximately 85 km altitude, and the condition of re-
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fl.ection was shown to be equivalent to an upper limit on the horizontal trace speed of

about 230 ms-l, for waves propagating from the troposphere. Therefore the high speed

waves in the trace speed distributions (figure 5.3) can be attributed to a thermospheric

source. The dispersion diagram for the À630 nm data shows a large proportion of points

which fall into this category (below the reflection limit on the dispersion diagram, fig-

ure 5.7) as would be expected if a large proportion of waves in the 1630 nm emission

are generated in the thermosphere. A smaller proportion of points in the À558 nm data

fall into this category. The points above the reflection iimit were found to have true

phase speeds ranging from 0 to 100 ms-l, which is consistent with the magnitude of

tropospheric winds which are thought to generate gravity \Maves.

It has been implied that all waves propagating from the troposphere which exceed the

limit will be reflected. However, some waves ulay penetrate the reflection region if it

does not persist for more than half a wavelength (section 2.3.2).

A substantial proportion of points in both diagrams lie above the dissipation limit.

Observations of TIDs at mid-latitudes indicate that LS waves of this type are not

uncommon in the F region (eg. Tedd and Morgan, 1985), whereas the limit shown in

figure 5.7 suggests that they should be dissipated. However, as discussed in section 2.3.3,

the calculations of Hickey and Cole (1988) indicate that the simplified model on which

this limit is based, overestimates dissipation rates in the middle thermosphere. In

addition, the position of the points on the dispersion diagram may be significantly

changed if the intrinsic parameters, which correctly describe the physical behaviour of

the waves, rather than the observed parameters, are used. Since the horizontal wave

number k", is invariant, use of intrinsic values will move the points up or down on the

dispersion diagram. Attempts were made to estimate intrinsic values using modelled

winds, but this still yielded some points located above the dissipation limit. The model

winds show significant variations with time and with geomagnetic activity (discussed

in the follorving chapter) and it was concluded that estimation of intrinsic parameters

was not useful without better temporal resolution in the analysís.
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5.4 Results frorn 1982 to 1989

Photometer data from 1982 to 1989 were examined for similarwave characteristics.

A more compact analysis was used to process this large quantity of data; only the

three most dominant peaks in the povüer spectra (rather than all the significant peaks)

were selected for cross spectral analysis. The results of analysis for both emissions are

presented in figures 5.8 and 5.9 as frequency distributions of observed period, phase

speed, wavelength, and propagation azimuth. There is little difference in the period,

phase speed, and wavelength distributions from year to year. The propagation azimuths

of waves in the 1630 nm emission exhibit a well-defined consistent polarisation towards

the northwest to west, but the propagation azimuth of waves in the À558 nm emission

changes signifi.cantly.

During 1982 and 1983, the propagation azimuths of waves in the À558 nm emission

tend towards the northwest and southeast. During 1984 the distribution is somewhat

different - a small proportion remain in the northwest, but the majority of waves prop-

agate towards the northeast. From 1985 to 1987 waves propagating towards the east to

northeast dominate. During 1988 and 1989 the distributions resemble those of 1982 and

1983. (The slightly rotated distribution of 1989 may be related to the limited period

over which data were analysed, ie. 10 April to 24 July).

The variation in propagation azimuths of waves in the )558 nm emission strongly

suggests a solar-cycle dependency, tending to follow the recent cycle phases of maximum

(1979), minimum (1936), and predicted maximum (1989/90). To illustrate the point,

waves \¡/ere grouped as shown in figure 5.10, according to the daily index of 10.7 cm

solar flux, as a measure of solar activity, into the categories of low (0-100), medium

(100-140)' and high (140+). There is a marked change in propagation azimuth from

eastward during low solar activit¡ to north-westward and south-eastward during high

solar activity.
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Figure 5.10. Propagation azimuths of waves in the À558 nm emission from 1982 to
1989, grouped according to daily levels of F10.7 cm solar flux.
(a) Low flux (0-100) (b) Medium flux (100-140) (c) High flux (140*)

5.5 Cornbined azirnuth distributions frorn 1982 to 1989

This section examines combined data from 1982 to 1989 for dependence of propagation

azimuth on period, trace speed, and wavelength.

5.5.1 Period dependence

'Waves in both emissions, from all years, were grouped according to period, in the

ranges 0-60 min, 60-120 min, and I20+ min. Figure 5.11 shows there is little change

in polarisation of propagation azimuths over these period ranges.

5.5.2 Speed dependence

\Maves from all years were grouped according to trace speed, in the ranges 0-200 ms-l,

200-400 ms-1, and 400f ffis-l, for those in the 1630 nm emission, and ranges 0-100 ns-l,
100-200 ms-l, and 200* ns-l, for those in the 1558 nm emission. Figure 5.12 shows

a tendency towards stronger polarisation at low speeds, becoming more isotropic at

greater speeds, for waves in both emissions.
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Figure 5.11. Propagation azimuths from 1982-1989 data, grouped according to
period. The top row shows data from the ,\630 nm emission, the bottom row shows

data from the À558 nm emission.

(a) 0-60 min (b) 60-120 min (c) 120* min

(.) N(b)(Ð

(d) (f)(")

Figure 5.12. Propagation azimuthsfrom 1982-1989 data, grouped according to trace
speed. The top row shows data from the À630 nm emission, the bottom rorv shows
data from the )558 nm emission.

(a) 0-200 ms-l (b) 200-400 ms-l (c) 400* ms-r
(d) 0-100 ms-l (e) 100-200 ms-l (f) 200* ms-1
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Figure 5.13. Propagation azimuths from 1982-1989 data, grouped according to
wavelength. The top row shows data from the À630 nm emission, the bottom row
shows data from the À558 nm emission.
(a) 0-200 km (b) 200-400 km (c) 400* km
(d) 0-30 km (e) 30-60 km (f) 60+ km

5.5.3 \Mavelength dependence

Waves from all years were grouped according to wavelength in the ranges 0-200 km, 200-

400 km, and 400* km, for those in the 1630 nm emission, and 0-30 km, 30-60 km, and

60+ km for those in the )558 nm emission. Figure 5.13 shows a stronger polarisation

at low wavelengths, becoming rnore isotropic at large wavelengths, similar to the trends

in figure 5.12. This is consistent with the association of high speeds with larger-scale

waves.

5.6 Cornparison of propagation azirnuths with other observations

Observations of gravity waves in the E and F regions were collated and summarised in

tables 5.1 and 5.2. In particular, the forward direction of wave propagation and the

sources and wind filtering effects suggested by the authors, were listed.

N
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5.6.1 F region

In the F region (table 5.1) both MS and LS TIDs were observed. In general, LS TIDs

propagated equatorward, and sources in the auroral region v/ere suggested (Hunsucker

and Tveten, 1967; Elkins and Slack, 1969; Davis and DaRosa, 1969; Hajkowicz and

Hunsucker, 1987; Williams et al., 1988). 52To of south-eastward TIDs observed by

Hunsucker and Tveten were preceded by auroral disturbances, measured at College,

Alaska. Williams et al. (1988) reported two occasions on which propagating waves

were observed following the onset of magnetospheric electric field fluctuations of the

same periodicity. The LS waves observed in the À630 nm emission by this author

follow the general trend of predominantly equatorward propagation. The preference

for north-westward rather than northward propagation is discussed in the following

chapter.

Many observations have been made of MS TIDs in the F region (Davies and Jones,

1977; Bertin et al., 7975; Evans et al., 1983; Mercier, 1986; \Maldock and Jones, 1987;

Crowley et al, 1987; Ogawa et al., 1987) and are frequently attributed to tropospheric

sources, since waves generated in the auroral zones are, theoretically, dissipated before

reaching mid and low latitudes (where most observations are made). However, using

reverse ray tracing, Bertin et al. (1975) located probable source regions in the vicinity

of the auroral oval, for two out of nine retraced TIDs. The high-latitude observations of

Crowley et al. (1987) show the behaviour of waves varying markedly with geomagnetic

activity. During quiet periods, low-speed waves are observed with and antiwindward

diurnally-rotating propagation azimuth. During active periods, waves of high speeds

are observed propagating equatorward and east to southward. Crowley et al. suggest

precipitation in the South Atlantic Anomaly and at mid-latitudes as a possible source.

The high-latitude observations of Ogawa et al. (1987) show a decrease in wave activ-

ity with increasing l(-index, which they point out may be an effect of the observing

technique. An estimate of the wave activity observed by this author in the À630 nm

emission was made bv calculating the mean number of waves per observing period for

a range of. Ko intervals. The result showed constant mean number of waves for K, - l
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Authors

Hunsucker and
Tveten (1967)

Elkins and Slack
(1e6e)

Davis and Da Rosa
(1e6e)

Hajkowicz and
Hunsucker (198i)

HF backscatter
F region

satellite scintiliations
F region

columnil e- content
from Faraday rotation

ionosonde, riometer
network, F region

Boulder, Colorado
Nov-Dec, 1963, day

near Massachusetts
May 67-April 68

US network near 35oN
Feb 67 - Nov 68

160-200" (E from N)
diurnal rotation

evening sector
of electrojet

auroral source of
large long. extent

correlation rvith
periodicity in
auroral activity

Technique and Location and date Propagation Suggested sources,
assumed height direction wind effects

SE 52% ftom Alaska
preceded by auroral
events

140o-180"(Ð from N) autoral zone

Williams et al.
(1e88)

HF Doppler network UK, near 53oN 2oW
Oct 1985

S and N hemispheres
Nov 1979

equatorward in
both hemispheres

S when mag. active,
no preferred dirn
when mag. quiet

Continued overpage.



Table 5.1 continued

Authors

Munro (1958)

Davies and Jones

(1e71)

Bertin et al.
(1e75)

Evans et al.
(1e83)

Mercier (1986)

Waldock and Jones

(1e87)

Technique and
assumed height

5.8 MHz radar
F region

3.3, 4, 5.1 MHz radar
200-280 km

Faraday rotation,
250 km

dìfferential Doppler
from satellite signals

radio-interferometry
220 km

HF Doppler radar,
240 km

HF Doppler network
180-240 km

Location
Date

near Sydney
1948-57

Boulder, Colorado
June 67-June 68, sunset

UI{ network -500N 3oW
Jan L972

Millstone Hill 43"N
Jan 71 - Mar 73

Nancay 47oN 2oE
1980-83, winter, day

Leicester UI( 52oN 2oW
L972-1975

Propagation
direction

NE (winter, duy)
NW (winter, night)
SE-SW (summer)

Suggested sources,

wind effects

seasonal, diurnal
change in azimuth

S (winter) via W
to N (summer)

sector from
SW to SE (winter)

mainly southward

SE

source azimuths
of 240-360o

no relation to
mag./solar data

met., auroral
sources

seasonal, diurnal
frltering, no inc.
with KP

Ireland depression,

wind fi.ltering

tropospheric origin
range < 1500 km

variation in
speed with
mag. activity

seasonal,diurnal
variation, no

increase with K-indcx

Crowley et al.
(1e87)

Ogawa et al.
( 1e87)

differential Doppler
from satellite signals

Syowa, Antarctica
690S 4008
Mar 85 - Jan 86

Antarctic Peninsula
r977

diurnal antiwindwd
(-ug. quiet)
280-30o,70- 160o

(*ug. active)
mainly equatorward



to 7, ie. no change in gravity wave activity with Ko. However, the calculation is biased,

since a maximum of three waves per night are selected, so that excessive activitymay b

unaccounted for.

The frequency with which MS TIDs in the F region are observed to propagate equator-

ward, suggests that an auroral source may be contributing to some observations.

6.6.2 DandEregions

Both optical and radar observations of gravity waves in the D and E regions were col-

lated (table 5.2). A wide range of propagation azimuths \Ã¡ere reported and tropospheric

and stratospheric sources were frequently suggested. Polarisation of propagation direc-

tions was generally attributed to seasonally and diurnally-varying wind filtering effects

and/or localisation of source regions. The only (geographicalty) high-latitude obser-

vations presented here (Clairemidi et al., 1935) show some correlation with auroral

activit¡ but from observations at Saskatoon and Calgar¡ which are at similar geomag-

netic latitudes (-69o), no such correlation was reported.

Comparison of propagation azimuths with the À558 nm results presented by ihis author,

are not meaningful if the presumed sources are tropospheric, and therefore location de-

pendent. No investigation of seasonal variation was possibleras nightglow observations

were not possible over summer, with the extended daylight hours. The data !,¡/ere ex-

amined for changes in azimuths around equinox, but no identifiable trend was found.

Investigation of diurnal variations was also limited, in this case by experimental con-

straints which allowed a maximum of 10 h continuous observation.
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Authors

Sinno et al
(1e64)

Freund and Jacka
(1e7e)

Gavrilov and Shved
(1e82)

Meek and Manson
( 1e83)

Clairemidi et al
( 1e85)

Ebel et al.
(1e87)

Vincent and Fritts
(1e87)

Technique and
assumed height

1.85 MHz pulsed sounder
E" region

À558 nm airglow,
95 km

À558 nm airglow,
100 km

À558 nm airglow,
95 km

OH airglow,
80-100 km

MF radar,
60-110 km

MF partial reflection
radar, 60-100 km

Location
Date

Japan, -36oN 140oE

May 61- May 62, May 63

Adelaide, 35oS 138oE

1973

Ashkhabad,38oN
1964-1967

Saskatoon, S2oN 107oW

Dec 80, Mar 81

Sodankyla 67oN 26oE

Dec 81- Jan 82

Saskatoon
1979-1983

Adelaide, 35oS 13808

Nov 83 - Dec 84

Saskatoon

1983-1985

Calgary, SloN 114oW
1985-1987

Propagation
directirrn

SW drift

no preference

indicated

SSE (winter)
N (summer)

à 90" from wind
directions

2 examples, SE/NW
and SW/NE wavefronts

E/W,N/S (T=1-6 h)
N/S (r<1 h)

-S (winter, T=1-8 h)
NNW (winter, T=8-24 h)
SSE (summer, T=1-24 h)

dominantly S, some

E/W below 100 km
during summer/winter

Suggested sources,

wind effects

instability in wind
shear

tropo. fronts
low pressure trough

jet stream, fronts, mtns.
seasonal wind filtering

often coincided with
active aurora

oro. souÌce, jet stream
seasonal wind filtering

seasonal wind filtering

seasonal and height
dependence due to
wind filtering

Rocky Mtns,
wind filtering

Manson and Meek
( 1e88)

MF radar (Gravnet)
60-120 km

Cogger et al.
(1e88)

OH, À558 nm emission,
8ó, g5 km

fewer in SE sector



Chapter 6

Discussion

The polarisation of wave propagation azimuths shown in Chapter 5 suggests two possi-

bilities (or a combination of both): either a wincl filtering mechanism is acting to remove

\Ã¡aves propagating in certain directions, or else two or more distinct sources of waves

(possibly thermospheric and tropospheric) are contributing to the waves observed in

the thermosphere. These possibilities are discussed below. The paucity of data from

southern high-latitucl-e regions and especially from the lower thermosphere makes it

difficult to assess the factors affecting wave propagation in this region. Therefore the

following discussion is intended as a qualitative description of possible interpretations

of the results; no clearcut explanation was found.

Propagation azimuths are referred to in geographic (gg.) coordinates, unless geomag-

netic (gm.) coordinates are explicitly specified.

6.1 Thermospheric wind effects

The effect of a background wind on a propagating gravity wave is to Doppler shift its

frequency and phase speed in the wind reference frame, with respect to the ground-

based observations. In the presence of a vertical wind shear, the wave ray path is

refracted towards the vertical or horizontal, and the wave may be either reflected, or
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absorbed at a critical level. If waves are generated omni-directionally (ie. propagate

arvay from a source in all directions) the observed effect of a vertical wind shear is a

reduction in the number of waves propagating in a direction parallel or antiparallel

to the mean wind. If waves are not generated omni-directionally, but propagate away

from the source over a narrow range of azimuths, the only observable effect is a possible

reduction in the number of waves.

Horizontal shears in the mean wind cause an analogous refraction of propagating v/aves,

the effect being a rotation of the 'ìvave propagation azimuths about the vertical axis

of the wind shear. This may not be observable in an omni-directional wave field, but

if the waves are generated with a narrow rarlge of propagation azimuths, the observed

effect is a refraction of propagation direction towards that of the mean wind. To be a

noticeable effect, the horizontal shears must be large.

The discussion in this section focusses on an interpretation of the observed azimuth

distributions, considered firstly as the result of filtering of an initially omni-directional

wave field by vertical wind shears, and secondly as essentially mono-directional waves

refracted by horizontal wind shears. It is assumed that waves of period greater than

about 20 min are removed most effectively in a direction parallel with the mean wind

and less effectively in the antiparallel direction (as suggested by results of simulations

by Hines and Reddy, L967, revised in Hines et al., L974, p598-60a).

It has been suggested that filtering by vertical wind shears has significant effect on the

azimuthal spectrum <¡f waves propagating through the lower and middle atmosphere

("S. Gavrilov and Shved, 1982). The effect is diffi.cult to assess in the thermosphere

because of the wind's variability. The University College London (UCL) general circu-

iation model (Rees and Fuller-Rowell, 1983) was used to simulate thermospheric winds

for the following discrrssion. The atmosphere is divided into 15 pressure levels, each

equivalent to one scale height, starting at 80 km altitude. A variable cross-polar cap

potential and intensity of auroral pa,rticle precipitation were used to specify the geo-

magnetic po\Mer input. Separate simulations r,¡vere available for positive and negative

IMF Bs component; Bu ( 0 simulations have been found to match more closely with
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interferometric measurements of winds in the À630 nm emission (Conde, 1990) and so

were used here.

Figure 6.1 shows wind patterns for the winter solstice at the latitude and longitude

of Mawson for conditions of low and high solar activity and quiet, moderate, and

disturbed geomagnetic conditions. Pressure levels 7 and 11 correspond approximately

to the altitudes 727 krn and2t2 km, and are associated with the )558 nm and À630 nm

emission heights for the purpose of the discussion. However, in assigning a height to the

pressure levels, the model took no account of changes in the exospheric temperature

between simulations, so that they may be inaccurate. The limitations of the model

are illustrated by the observations of Jones and Jacka (1987), who measured winds

and temperatures in the À558 nm emission over Mawson. The measured winds showed

good qualitative agreement with winds at 120 km predicted by an earlier version of

the model; the model overestimated the magnitudes by a factor of two. Measured

temperatures were compared with the US Standard Atmosphere, to infer the height of

the emission layer. However, the measured winds show good quantitative agreement

with the rnore recent model winds at pressure level 7, but the measured temperatures

'were more typical of the model at level 6 (for the appropriate simulation).

Consider first the )558 nm emission height. To produce the azimuth distributions of

figure 5.9 through filtering, winds from 15 to 01 UT should be north, west, and south-

ward during low solar activity, and northeast and south-westward during high solar

activity. The model winds at and below level 7 show no such variation with solar cycle;

rather the winds show the increasing effect of the magnetospherically-driven convec-

tion pattern with increasing geomagnetic activity. The wind direction during certain

periods is consistent with the filtering direction inferred from the observations (eg.

winds during low sola¡ and high geomagnetic activity are consistent with 1987 obser-

vations), but in general there is no relationship. Of course, if the waves are generated

in the troposphere, strato-mesospheric winds must also be considered, but these are

predominantly eastward during winter (Andrews et al., 1987, p225). Mesospheric tidal

amplitudes are comparable with mean winds over Mawson (Phillips and Vincent, 1987).

The meridional component is generally stronger than the zonal component, which may
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calrse sorne critical layer filtering in the north-south direction. However, the ampli-

tudes are relatively small (-15ms-1 seasonally averaged) and are not known to exhibit

solar-cycle va¡iations.

Consider next the winds at the height of the À630 nm emission layer. In general, the

model predicts winds at level 11 which are approximately three times greater than those

at level 7 (note the change in scale between levels 7 and 8 in figure 6.1). However, again

the wind varies in such a way that it is not always consistent with filtering of waves

(spanning the sector from north to southwest) as illustrated in figure 5.8. Possibly more

significant, since waves at this height travel relatively large horizontal distances, is the

effect of horizontal refraction. Figure 6.2 shows the spatial distribution of modelled

winds over the southern polar region, at 20.4 UT, which is close to the middle of

the typical observing period. 'Winds corresponding to quiet, moderate, and disturbed

conditions are shown. During quiet periods, the wind is basically antisunward, with

little shear. During moderate and disturbed periods, an increasingly strong convection

cell develops (to the east of Mawson for this UT time). \Maves passing through this

region would be refracted towards the wind direction, which changes with longitude

from northwest to southwest. This is mentioned in context in the following section.

This representation of the winds over the polar region is a simplified treatment of a

complex situation. Figure 6.1 illustrates that the wind has significant altitude and UT

dependence; figure 6.2 shows large spatial variations, and the determination of wave

propagation through t.he wind field is non-trivial. An appropriate treatment is through

leverse ray tracing of observed waves using an appropriate thermospheric wind model

and a multilayer approximation. Work on this is planned.

6.2 Sources of waves in the Å630 nrn emission

As discussed in section 5.1, waves in the À630 nm emission display the characteristics of

LS gravity waves. LS TIDs observed in the F region are thought to be generated during
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Figure 6.3. Distributions of integrated particle and Joule heating rates, and iono-
spheric current over the polar region during substorm activity (from Ahn et al., 1989).
The images have been mirror reversed to represent southern hemisphere coordinates
(in magnetic latitude-time).

magnetic substorms (eg. Hajkowicz and Hunsucker, 1987; Testud, 1970). Chimonas

and Hines (1970) modelled gravity waves launched by a disturbed auroral current, rep-

resented as a 2-dimensional line source; they found that both Joule heating and Lorentz

forcing produced gravity waves with cylindrical ïîravefronts propagating away from the

source. Simulations of substorm disturbances of auroral currents by Richmond and

Matsushita (1975), showed gravity v¡aves propagating poleward and equatorward al/ay

from the source. An example of the distributions of particle and Joule heating and

ionospheric current vectors in the polar region during substorm activit¡ is shown in

figure 6.3, taken from Ahn et al. (1989). The diagrams have been mirror reversed to

represent southern hemisphere coordinates. The heating and current distributions are

closely aligned along magnetic east-west, extending thousands of kilometres, and cover-

ing about 5o of latitude. These characteristics are represented, in simplified form, in the

model and simulations of Chimonas arrd Hines (1970) and Richmond and Matsushita

(1975). Therefore it is likely that the disturbances shou¡n in figure 6.3 generate gravity
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00
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waves with effectively cylindrical wavefronts aligned along gm. east-west, propagating

towards gm. north and south.

At Mawson, Bm. nortir is approximately 45" west of gg. north. Therefore, the average

alignment of the auroral electrojet is gg. northeast-southwest, and would be expected to

generate waves travelling towards the northwest and southeast. Referring to figure 5.8,

this is approximately the situation observed in the 1630 nm emission. The tendency

towards somewhat more westward propagation may be attributable to refraction of

the wavefronts by horizontal shears in the mean wind, as discussed in section6.1. The

preference for propagation towards northwest rather than southeast may be explained in

terms of the nighttime location of the auroral oval mainly over or poleward of Mawson

(Bond and Jacka, 1960, 196! Akasofu, 1978). During periods of high geomagnetic

activity, the auroral oval expands over and possibly equatorward of Mawson. However,

as low-frequency waves propagate at low elevation angles (calculated from the dispersion

relationship to be less than 20' in most cases), few south-eastward waves are expected

to reach the height of the À630 nm emission layer before passing over Mawson.

Periods of increased activity in the electrojets, caused by geomagnetic substorms, are

present throughout the solar cycle, with increased intensity and frequency during solar

cycle maxima. Therefore the LS waves described above should be present during all

phases of the solar cycle, but possibly with greater frequency during solar cycle maxima.

The results confirm the continuous presence of these waves, but with only a small

increase in the (relative) number during solar cycle maxima. However, the analysis

selected (a maximum of) three periodicities per night, with no comparison of the relative

power of waves selected, from night to night, so that excessive activity is not properly

represented.
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Figure 6.4. Monthly averages of F10.7 cm solar flux and Ao from 1982 to 1990.
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6.3 Sources of waves in the ,\558 nrn ernission

The À558 nm distributions show appaxent solar-cycle dependence. In the following

sections the dataar¿grouped according to levels of solar activity as measured

by the daily F10.7 cm solar flux index. The data were then subdivided according to

levels of geomagnetic activit¡ as measured by the daily Ao index. Monthly averages

of F10.7 cm solar flux and Ao index from 1982 to 1990 are shown in figure 6.4 for

reference. Figure 6.5 shows the results of grouping the À558 nm data using two levels

of solar flux, F10.7<120 and F10.7>120, and three Ao categories, Ap :0-8, Ap :8-18,

and Ao >18. The À630 nm results were grouped in the sarne way and are presented

here for completeness (figure 6.6) although they show little variation.
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Figure 6.6. A.s for figure 6.5, showing À630 nm data
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Figure 6.5. Azimuth distributions showing À558 nm data grouped according to
levels of solar activity at the time of observation: low, F10.7<120 (top line) and high,
F10.7>120 (bottom line). These are then subdivided according to level of geomagnetic
activity: (a) Äo 0-8 (b) Ap 8-18 (c) ,4.o 18*

(a) (t') (c)
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It is suggested, and discussed further in the following sections, that during high solar

activit¡ aurorally generated v¡aves dominate the À558 nm observations; that during low

solar activity waves generated in the troposphere dominate, but aurorally-generated

rn¡aves become noticeable when the 1558 nm emission layer and the auroral electrojet

a¡e close in altitude. The adjectives 'tropospheric' and 'thermospheric'will be used

to mean 'waves presumed to be generated in tropospheret and twaves presumed to be

generated in the thermosphere, ie. the auroral electrojet', respectively.

6.3.1 The auroral electrojet as a source region

During periods of high solar activit¡ the distributions of waves in the À558 nm emission

resembles those in the )630 nm emission, showing r¡/aves propagating predominantly

towards the northwest and southeast. The similarity in azimuth distributions sug-

gests that most waves observed in the À558 nm emission during high solar activity are

generated by the same source, presumed nolv to be the auroral electrojet. A larger

proportion of waves in the À558 nm emission are observed propagating towards south-

east as compared with those in the )630 nm emission. The À558 nm emission layer is

much closer in altitude to the source region, so that any expansion of the auroral oval

to positions equatorward of Mawson would enable south-eastward propagating \Maves

to pass through and be observed in the À558 nm emission region. They may not reach

the À630 nm emission height before passing over Mawson because of the relatively low

elevation angle at which the waves propagate (calculated from the dispersion diagram

to be (30' for most waves in the À558 nm emission).

The distributions from the periods of low solar activity show v/aves propagating towards

east (gm. southeast). It is difficult to explain how these could arise from aurorally

generated waves in the manner described in section 6.2. It is possible that they are

produced by localised source regions, but there is no obvious reason why source regions

should lie predominantly west (gm. northwest) of Mawson during low solar activity.

However, if localised source regions are producing these effects, a more positive identifi-
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cation of the source region may be obtained by analysing each night's data in S-hourly

intervals and grouping the results according to the Ao index for each 3 h interval. This

would reveal any temporal change in propagation azimuth as Mawson rotates past the

source region. (It would also allow more accurate determination of correlation between

azimuth and Ao ). This was not attempted by the author because of time constraints.

However, unpublished work by D.Y.Wang shows no significant change in azimuths when

1982 data was analysed in pre and post midnight sections.

6.3.2 Tropospheric sources

During periods of low solar activity, the azimuth distributions are polarised towards

the east to northeast. This cha¡rge in polarisa,tion suggests that possibly waves from

a different source are dominating the distributions. Likely tropospheric source(s) are

considered.

Regions of strong wind shear (in which the Richardson number is below the critical level

of 0.25) are frequently suggested as sources of tropospheric gravity waves, but can be

difficult to trace. Using microbarograph, radar, and aircraft records, Hooke and Hardy

(1975) and Reed and Hardy (L972) observed gravity 'waves which they suggested were

generated by upper tropospheric shear flow. They found gravity waves propagating

below and within the shear region, in the direction of the mean wind, with phase

speeds of about 50 ms-l(close to the speed of the wind in the middle of the shear

Iayer). The critical level is the supposed generation region. However, the theory of

gravity waves generated by shear instabilities is not well understood. Mclntyre and

Weissman (1978) suggested that a non-linear treatment of the theory is necessary to

show waves radiating away from regions of strong instability.

A widespread feature of the Antarctic troposphere is the strong katabatic wind, ie.

down-slope wind ovel the ice-cap. Figure 6.7 shows the mean annual windflow over

Mawson from ground level to approximately 15 km, compiled from 28 years' data by

Streten (1990). The ground-level katabatic wind is directed towards the northwest,
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Figure 6.7. Annual averages of tropospheric and lower stratospheric wind measure-
ments above Mawson (from Streten, 1990). The left scale indicates pressure levels
and on the right are corresponding mean heights (decameters). A = north/south
component, B = east/west component. Vector velocities are shown on the right at
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Figure 6.8. Altitude profile of the Richardson number from 0 to 6 km estimated
from the wind profiles of figure 6.7, and temperature profiles presented in Streten
(1ee0).

turning towards the east above about 5 km. The wind speed decreases rapidly between

the surface and 7 to 2 km altitude, so that the region of wind shear from 0 to 1 km is

a likely source of gravity rvaves. The Richardson number, from 0 to 6 km altitude, was

estimated from the winds in figure 6.7 and from mean monthly temperature profiles

(Streten, 1990); the results are presented in figure 6.8. The Richardson number is high

in all regions, dropping to approximately 2 in the region from 0 to 1 km, which is not

sufficientiy small to indicate shear instability. However, these calculations \Mere made

RICHARDSON NUMBER
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Figure 6.9. Typical wind profiles for katabatic and blizzard conditions at Mawson

(from Streten, 1963).

for annual means; winter wind speeds are greater than those in summer, and short

time-scale fluctuations can be significantly greater than the mean. "Strong gusts are

a feature of turbulent katabatic flow..." and gusts exceeding 30 ms-l are frequently

recorded at Mawson (Streten, 1990). Figure 6.9 indicates that the vertical extent of

large shears is around 300 to 500 m for both katabatic and blizzard conditions. A

gust speed of 30 ms-l decreasing over 500 m to 10 ms-l (ciose to the profile values

of figure 6.7), has an associated Richardson number of around 0.15. Given that this

is stiil a macroscopic estimation, it seems likely that katabatic gusts produce gravity

waves through shear instability. The wind speeds involved are of the order of the true

phase speeds calculated for the )558 nm data.

Figure 6.10 shows typical winter anemomograph records of wind speed and direction

at Mawson, giving an indication of the frequency with which such gusts occur, in

particular, around 7 ptn (figure 6.10a), and 8:45 pm and 11:30 pm (figure 6.10b). Since

a large surrounding a ea (say 1000 km radius) constitutes the possible source region for

katabatic-generated waves, the frequency of occurrence may be sufficient to produce

the amount of wave activity observed.

The propagation azirnuth of such waves will be in the direction of r,vind shear. This

is towards the northwest during steady flow, but may vary significantly during gusts,

and onset and cessation of the katabatic wind. Above the katabatic, the wind direc-

tion rotates to the east, forming the winter eastward circumpolar vortex in the upper
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Waves may also be generated in the troposphere by wind flow over rnountains (orog-

raphy). Modelling by Schoeberl (1935) showed that in some cases they are able to

propagate up to the mesosphere. In the presence of a constant wind, orography pro-

duces standing waves (ie zero phase velocity) which are not detectable with a cross-

correlation technique. However, waves with non-zero phase speed may be generated

during periods of non-constant wind, or gusts (as suggested in Gossard and Hooke,

7975, p359). The topography around Mawson is shown in figure 6.11. Features which

80'

g0
0 500 km

Figure 6.11. The general topography around Mawson. Possible wave-producing
features are Mt Menzies to the south and Mt Elkins to the west.

troposphere and lower stratosphere (Schwerdtfeger, 1984, p120-125). The degree of re-

fraction towards the east experienced by a wave propagating up into the vortex region,

is dependent on the time taken to propagate through. For low propagation angles,

longer propagation times are expected, and there may be significant refraction. This

seems a plausible explanation for the north-eastward to eastward waves observed during

low solar activity. Again, ray-tracing through a suitable model atmosphere is required

for a quantitative confirmation.
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are likely to produce mountain waves are Mt Elkins, about 400 krn west of Mawson,

and Mt Menzies and adjacent mountains along the Lambert Glacier, 400-650 km south

of Mawson. However, orographically generated waves may be reflected by rapid wind

reversals above the generation region, which constitute a critical iayer for standing

,,{/aves (Clark and Peltier, 1984; Balsley and Carter, 1989) thus reducing the number of

mountain waves propagating into the stratosphere above Mawson.

6.3.3 Discussion of the model

Several questions arise concerning this interpretation of the results. Firstly, if the tro-

posphere is a rich source of gravity waves observed in the lower thermosphere during

low solar activity, why are they not observed during years of high solar activity? A

possible explanation lies in the increase in thermospheric temperature with increas-

ing solar activity. Hines and Reddy (1967, revised in Hines et al., 7974, pp598-604)

calculated the percentage energy transmission of waves with a range of periods and

speeds, through regions of strong wind and temperature gradients. Temperature pro-

files were chosen to represent mesospheric and therrnospheric conditions. They found

that decreased transmission, purely due to temperature gradients, became significant

only in the mesospheric temperature structure when the condition for total reflection

'\Ã/as approached, ie. Qf 1", Z ,6.f ," (section 2.3.2). Mohanakumar (1985) presented ev-

idence which suggested that there is a significant increase in mesospheric temperatures

(maximising around 65-70 km) during high solar activity, and especially over Antarc-

tica. The inclusion of wind shears in the simulation resulted in lower, and anisotropic,

transmission. Dartt et al. (1933) presented data showing east,*,ard winds at 90 km

during winter which rvere stronger during solar maximum than minimum. However,

the difference did not appear large enough to produce the effects observed here.

A second question arises, namely, why are few 'thermospheric' waves observed in the

À558 nm emission during periods of low solar activity? The foilowing discussion suggests

that 'thermospheric' 'rvaves are present but dominated by the number and amplitude

of the 'tropospheric'tt'aves, and are observable only when the altitude of the Àb58 nm
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emission layer is close to that of the (auroral) source of waves. If the emission layer

is below the source, only waves with a downward component of propagation will pass

through the emission layer. These will be of relatively small amplitude, since amplitude

decreases exponentially with decreasing height.

The height of the À558 nm emission layer is dependent on the altitude versus concentra-

tion proflles of the atmospheric species associated with O(1^9) excitation and quenching,

and on the energy spectra of auroral electrons.

The MSIS-86 thermospheric ternperature and composition model of Hedin (1988) was

used to obtain profiles of the major species involved in O(1^9) À558 nm emission

(O,Or,I/z), during low activity (F10.7 - 70, Ap :4) and high activity (F10.7 :

200, Ae : 20). Differences in the density profiles were not significant below about

200 km. However, the region of interest is close to the lower limit of the model (85 km)

and data on which it is based are very sparse between 90 and 150 km (140 km is the

lowest altitude for which O data is available), so the model predictions may not be

representative.

Energy spectra of auroral particles have large temporal and spatial variations, but

on the whole, a hardening of the spectra occu.rs with increasing geomagnetic activity

("g. Hardy et al., 1985; Vallance Jones, L974, p75-79). Increasing the mean energy

of the electron spectra results in a narrower and lower emission layer. Figure 6.12

shows calculated profiles of )558 nm emission decreasing with increasing electron en-

ergy (Banks et al., 1974). Although these profiles take no account of indirect O(1S)

excitation mechanisms, the general downward trend is representative. This is evidenced

by the extensive observations of Störmer (1955) (referred to in Vallance Jones,7974,

p45) which show the mean height of lower borders of auroral arcs decreasing from

114 km for weak aurorae to 95 krrr for very strong aurorae.

Tidal and soiar-cycle effects on the À558 nm airglow intensity (Takahashi et al, 1984)

may also be important, but their relevence is not clear.

The height of the gravity wave source region may vary with geomagnetic activity.
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Figure 6.13. Altitude profiles of Joule heating rate obtained from electron density
measurements during periods of (a) small and (b) large variations in the geomagnetic
H component (adapted from Banks, 1977).

Thiele et al. (1981) obtained altitude profiles of Pederson conductivity under different

geophysical conditions. The altitude of maximum conductivity varied from 120 km (no

electrojet activity) to 136 km (-a50 nT negative bay). They suggested that since the

amount of Joule heating is determined by the Pederson conductivitg the altitude of

maximum Joule heating increases with Pederson conductivity (that is, increasing E-

layer ionisation). However, caiculations of Joule heating using data from the Chatanika

incoherent-scatter radar (Banks, 7977) showed only a small change in the altitude of

maximum heating (125-130 km) from periods of zero to large variations in the geomag-

netic H component (figure 6.13).

The discussion above indicates that the general effect of increased geomagnetic activity

is a decrease in the height of the 1558 nm emission layer, and either no change, or some

increase in the height of the source region, ie. a net increase in separation of the )558 nm
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emission and source regions. Therefore, if the altitudes of the )558 nm emission layer

and the source region are closest during periods of low geomagnetic activity, an increase

in the observed nurnber of 'thermospheric' rvaves might be expected in the iow Ao

category. This is what is observed (figure 6.5) - the )558 nm distributions for moderate

and high A, are characteristic of 'tropospheric' waves, but the distributions for low

Ao shows distinct gg. northwest and southeast lobes characteristic of 'thermospheric'

rvl¡aveS

The same argurnent indicates a net decrease in the separation of the À630 nm ernission

layer and the auroral source region during high geomagnetic activity. The )630 nm

distributions show a small increase in the number of waves propagating south-eastward

during high Ao . This may not be significant, but it is consistent with the model -

if there is a net decrease in the separation of the )630 nm emission layer and the

source region with high Ao , south-eastward propagating rv\¡aves may be able to reach

the emission layer before passing over Mawson.

No marked changes 'øith Ao are evident in the corresponding distributions for high

solar activity.

The arguments above rely rather heavily on the relative altitude of the gravity-wave

source region and the emission regions at which they are observed, and their changes

with geomagnetic activity. Unfortunately, no further supportive evidence can be offered,

as simultaneous m.easurements of these parameters are scarce. Holvever, Brekke ancl

Rino (1978) suggested that the altitude of the westward electrojet is 10 km lower than

thai of the east'uvard electrojei (at 130 km) during its most intense period. Therefore the

corresponding Joule heating regions will be separated in height. A higher time-resolved

analysis of the data fïom 1984 to 1987, as mentioned earlier, rnay show a change in

waves propagation azirnuth (in the À558 nm emission) as Mawson moves from under

the eastward to the u'estrvard electrojet.

The model also relies on an increased reflection of 'tropospheric' \¡r'aves during peri-

ods of high solar activity. Until these assumptions can be confirmed or rejected, this

ínterpretation of the data can only be speculative.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Work

Observations of nighttime intensity variations in the O(1D) )630 nm and O(1S) À558 nm

thermospheric emissions recorded by the author in 1987, have been analysed using

the cross-spectral technique to extract information on periodic structure in the data.

Periodicities satisfying certain criteria were attributed to propagating gravity waves.

Periods, speeds, and rvavelengths evaluated from the )630 nm data were characteristic

of large-scale waves, and those evaluated from the À558 nm data were characteristic of

mediurn-scale waves. They showecl a similar spread of scales when cornpared with clata

collated from other observations in the F, E and D regions.

Data from 1982 to 1989 were al.so examined. Period and speed distributions showed no

significant variation from year to year, and the propagation azimuths of waves in the

)630 nm emission were consistently polarised towards the northwest quadrant. It was

suggested that the majority of these rvr/aves 'ü¡ere generated in the auroral electrojet,

propagating arü/ay equatorward and poleward. The propagation azimuths of waves

in the À558 nm emission varied in a manner indicative of a solar-cycle dependency.

À558 nm data from all years rÍ\¡ere grouped according to F10.7 cm and Ao indices. The

interpretation of the resulting azimuth distributions was that the source of most waves

observed in the ì558 nm emission during low solar activity is tropospheric, whereas

during high solar activit¡ it is thermospheric, presumed to be the aurorai electrojet.

Variation in the azimuth distributions \Mas discussed in terms of variation of the relative

heights of the À558 nm emission layer and the auroral electrojet.
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In order to assess the interpretatic¡n put forward in Chapter 6, waves must be reverse-

ray-traced from the À630 nm emission height to the lower thermosphere, and possibly

to the troposphere, and from the À558 nm emission height to the troposphere. If wind

shears associated with the lcatabatic wind are producing waves which propagate to

the thermosphere, reverse ray tracing will not necessarily locate any particular source

region, as katabatic winds are present throughout much of east Antarctica (Schwerdt-

feger, 1984). However, it may confirm that waves are able to penetrate the middle

atmosphere without reflection and critical level absorption, and may give some indi-

cation of their propagation azimuths immediately after generation. One might expect

that ray tracing from the À630 nrn emission height to the approximate height of the

auroral electrojet may show a preponderance of possible launching points in the auroral

zoîe. Attempts to trace waves in the )558 nm emission to an auroral source would not

be useful because of the uncertainty in the relative heights of the À558 nm emission

layer and the auroral electrojet.

The amount of data available is sufficient to obtain a statistically signifi.cant result; the

difficulty lies with obtaining inforrnation on wind fields in the region of the ray paths.

Winds have a significant effect, not only by changing the value of the intrinsic wave pa-

rameters (possibly causing reflection or critical level absorption), but also by advecting

the wave packet, and in strong horizontal shears, by refracting the wavefronts. This

latter effect may be inrportant in Antarctica, with the circumpolar vortex in the middle

atmosphere, and magnetospherically-driven convection cells in the thermosphere.

Observationai wind data for southern high latitudes is scarce, and since good spatial

coverage is required in this situation, an appropriate wind model is necessary. The

UCL model of Rees and Fuller-Rowell (1988) covers altitudes from around 90 km to the

exosphere, and shorvs general agreement in large scale features, with wind observations

at Mawson (Conde, 1990). Fleming et al. (1988) presented a mean climatology from 0

to 720 km (to be used in the next COSPAR reference atmosphere) which may be used

in tracing 'ü¡aves to the troposphere.

Frequent observations of seasonal and diurnal variations in gravity wave activity sug-
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gest that the current project could be profitably extended in this direction. Summer

observations of the oxygen emissions are not technically possible with the photometer,

but the maximum observing period has been extended, so that longer coverage (up to

17 h) is possible over winter. The analysis should be extended to allow dynamic spec-

tral analysis (rather than a single spectral analysis of a whole night's data). This would

show the development of waves throughout the night, and may give some indication-

of diurnal trends. For exarnple, a change in the distribution of propagation azimuth

during the night may indicate a localised source region in the auroral electrojet, whose

relative position changes as the station rotates past the source regiorì. Alternatively, it

may indicate a diurnal filtering effect caused by diurnal wind changes.

The photometer is currently operating in the configuration described in Chapter 3,

witir the addition of two filters having peak transmission at À589.1 nm, intended for

observation of the sodium doubletrand at À601.8 nm, intended for observation of nearby

aurorally-excited spectral features. It is anticipated that contributions from the sodium

airglow emission in the records from the first filter, Dây be isolated by suitable ma-

nipulation of the two sets of records. The problem of 'suitable manipulation' is by no

means straightforward; however, if this is accomplished, any variations in the intensity

of the sodium emission may then be analysed for wave motions.

Sodium airglow originates from a height region centred on 85 to 90 km, so that analysis

of this sort may provide useful information by showing whether the waves attributed to

tropospheric sources in this work appear in the sodium emission as expected, particu-

larly during periods of high solar activity, when the mesopause region appears to reflect

such waves (according to the rnodel discussed herein). Further, if the wave activity in

the sodium and À558 nm emissions appear to be related, it may be possible to evaluate

vertical wave nurnbers, allowing an independent test of the applicability of the gravity

wave dispersion relation to the observations.
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